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Primary Literacy

As a company, we are committed to the development of
high quality literacy resources. We specialise in literacy – in
fact, that’s all we do – and we aim for excellence.
Last year we extended our Flying Start to Literacy program
into the Middle and Upper Primary years. Each set of paired
chapter books was supported by a Perspectives text. Short
texts present multiple points of view around the central
idea that connects the chapter books. We used all forms
of print communication – posters, short informative pieces,
photographs.

So, what’s new this year?

Activity card

Graphic Organiser: Asking and answering

WorldWise

™

Using questions to improve your understanding
Focus
chapter

Activity card

Graphic Organiser: Unlocking words

Lesson Plan

Before reading
What questions do you have
about the topic?

Content-based Learning

After reading
What did you find out? Are there more things you
want to know?

Ch 1

Fluent Plus
reading stage
Level P (29–30)

As you read, notice any words that you don’t know, are unsure of, or need to think about. Practise
using word-solving strategies to learn these words.
After reading, check the word’s meaning in a dictionary.

Xx

Finding Our Way examines the various strategies and techniques
Word-solving strategies I used (check one or more)
people use to navigate their way to places. It includes information
Word I didn’t
Reread and/or
Thought
Used glossary,
on memory maps, physical
maps, navigational
techniques
such as about Checked the
or was
summarised
would
letters or letter pictures
using the stars and know
other environmental
indicators, and what
modern
of
make sense
chunks
or other
techniques such as unsure
using GPS.
information on
Informative text types:
the page
Report

Xxxxxxxxx

Linked to a
word I knew
(list the word)

WorldWise

™

Compare and contrast these scientists.

Advanced Fluent
reading stage
Level R

Xx
Xxxxxxxxx

(list what you
did)

WorldWise

™

Everything Moves explores how the laws of motion are seen in
everyday events such as kicking a ball, sledding, sailing and
roller-coasting. The book focuses on how contact and noncontact contact forces lead to movement and how this movement
interacts with the force of gravity and the effects of friction. It
also introduces magnetism.

Advanced Fluent
Upper Primary
reading stage
Level U

WorldWise

Science Curriculum links

Content-based LearningScience Curriculum links
• Australia
• SS01.4 World views recognise the dependence of living things on healthy ecosystems, and value
diversity and social justice
• SS01.5 World views are formed by experiences at personal, local, national and global levels, and
are linked to individual and community
• UIS (ACSHE083) Scientific knowledge is used to predict possible effects of human and other
activity and to develop management plans or alternative technologies that minimise these effects
New Zealand
• NS: Scientists’ investigations are informed by current scientific theories and aim to collect
evidence that will be interpreted through processes of logical argument
• PEB: The interactions between the solar, lunar and Earth cycles and the effect of these on Earth

Key concepts

Compare and contrast the projects in chapter 3.
• All movement happens because of the application of a force
• Gravity is a force that exists between all things What do the projects have in common?
• Pushes and pulls must overcome gravity and friction to move objects

In what ways are the projects different?

convenient, GPS (Global Positioning System), horizon, hull, intricate, landmark, locations, maps,
memory, navigate, navigation tools, Northern Hemisphere, oral history, peninsula, orbiting, reefs,
route, satellite, seafaring, sextant, Southern Hemisphere, star compass, stationary, vast, visualise

in interesting and engaging ways

acting, cancel, combined, energy, exert, forces, friction, glide, gravity, hulls, invisible, laws of nature,
movement, plunge, pull, push, rubbing, sledding, slide, smooth, suspense

• Modern technologies have made science more accessible to all people
• By making science available to everyone, scientists have a better chance of creating positive changes

Text features

Content vocabulary

• Text boxes, captions, sidebar, glossary

Text features

astronaut, astronomers, atmosphere, biologist, biology, calcium, campaign, classify, culled, DDT,
design, expedition, experiment, explanations, feral, hypotheses, inventions, laboratories, legacy,
nebulas, observations, ozone layer, pesticide, physics, posthumously, press conference, research,
robotic, satellites, space shuttle, specimen, technology

Reading strategy

• Maps, illustrations, diagram, text boxes, sidebars, captions, glossary

• Using a range of word-solving strategies

Reading strategy

Text features

• Asking and answering questions
WorldWise Lesson Plan Finding Our Way © 2019 EC Licensing Pty Ltd.
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• Diagrams, captions, time line, text boxes, glossary

WorldWise Lesson Plan Science for the People © 2019 EC Licensing Pty Ltd.
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NEW
Flying Start
student books for
Levels 1 & 2

™

Reading strategy

Distribution details:
www.ecpublishing.com.au/contact-us

to Literacy

WorldWise

Key concepts

• Some scientists, such as Rachel Carson and Sally Ride, have shared their knowledge with the world

Content vocabulary

Content vocabulary

Science for the People recounts the exceptional achievements of
scientists Rachel Carson and Sally Ride. It examines how both
women achieved success in their field of study and made their
scientific ideas accessible and engaging to young people through
social media channels. The book also introduces readers to
science projects that everyone can participate in.
Informative text types:
Recount/Report/Explanation

Australia
• PS (ACSSU76) Forces can be exerted by one object on another
• PS (ACSSU76) Effect of friction on different surfaces
• PS (ACUSSU76) Effect of forces on the behaviour of an object
New Zealand
• PW: The patterns associated with physical phenomena found in everyday situations involving
movement, forces, electricity and magnetism, light, sound, waves and heat
• PW: The effect of forces (contact and non-contact) on the motion of objects

to find their way

Xxxxxxxxx

Informative text types:
Explanation/Report

Science Curriculum links

• People use different strategies to follow directions and find their way to places
• People use a range of navigational tools such as maps, signals from nature, and digital technology

Xx

Sally Ride

Australia
• ESS (ACSSU48) Earth’s rotation on its axis causes changes including night and day
• DT (ACTDEK013) Suitability of materials, systems, components, tools and equipment for
particular purposes
• NDS (ACSHE050) Patterns, change and events in our environment

Key concepts

Lesson Plan

Content-based Learning

Rachel Carson

Content-based Learning

New Zealand
• PEB: The components of the solar system and the distances between them
• NTTK: The relationship between the materials used and their performance properties in
technological products

Ch 4

Other

WorldWise

Content-based Learning

WorldWise

Content-based Learning

Ch 3

Activity card

Graphic Organiser: What’s the same? What’s different?

Lesson Plan
Name/s:

Name/s:

Name/s:

Best wishes for a successful year

For information on teacher resource books visit www.ecpublishing.com.au
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WorldWise
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WorldWise is an extension of Flying Start to Literacy where the content focus is
on science and STEM topics.

Ch 2

I hope you enjoy our new titles and series as much as we have enjoyed producing them.

WorldWise Titles!

There are 54 books. Each book has a Lesson Plan that establishes a reading focus
with explicit links to the science curriculum. Lesson Plans help students develop
strategies and skills to read informative texts across a range of text types while
learning to become informative text writers.

These were difficult but stimulating books to develop and
I’m pleased to say that the response from the classroom has
been so very positive.

For beginning readers, where the need for new books never abates,
we have another 12 titles at Levels 1 and 2. As part of Flying Start to
Literacy they are paired by vocabulary, concept and high-frequency
words. They are supported by our brilliant Vocabulary Starters and
the Lesson Plans that make good books great.

NEW

WorldWise is a high-interest literacy program that encourages inquiry and
questioning while extending knowledge in science and a range of STEM
topics. It creates a powerful and effective learning culture – and it is linked
to the natural, physical and earth sciences of the curriculum.

We created these books because we think that it is very,
important to develop critical literacy – to make our young
learners aware that most communication represents the
author’s point of view.

We set ourselves another challenge – to produce engaging and stimulating
informative texts for Middle and Upper Primary students, with each
book explicitly linked to outcomes from the science curriculum.
The text is supported by amazing photography, diagrams, maps
and all the features of informative texts. Look for WorldWise –
54 titles covering specific topics in the years 3, 4 and 5
science curriculum, that also align with your literacy curriculum.

54

New Middle
and Upper Primary
literacy linked to
the science curriculum

Welcome to your 2019 Primary Literacy Catalogue.

Explorations
Strategies for
Comprehension

www.ecpublishing.com.au
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Contents

Welcome

to Eleanor Curtain Publishing
Award-winning literacy solutions from the leaders in literacy

Shared Reading

Pre-school–1
Pages 8–11
®

Lower Primary

Big Books for shared reading
to develop early literacy
skills through rhyme, rhythm,
repetition and highly predictive
texts.

With a roar, roar, roar
and a growl, growl, growl!
We’re scary monsters –
hear us howl!

Colours

Colours

Developing oral vocabulary

Developing reading vocabulary

Developing writing vocabulary

✂

The Vocabulary Starter Colours
provides direct support for the
vocabulary used in the Flying
Start to Literacy Stage 1 books
Come and Look! and Fish.

Key vocabulary: black blue green orange pink red yellow
Flying Start Vocabulary Starters support the development of:
• oral language
• reading
• writing.

Getting started

Getting started

Writing sentences

Talk about the way that colour can be used to describe things.
What things are black? What things are orange? What other colour
words are there? Develop a list that includes colours that are
not on the Vocabulary Starter (e.g. grey, brown, aqua, purple).

Introduce the word on each card. Point to the photograph and
ask: What colour is this? Can you see the word that says “red”?
Ask the students to look at the word. What do you notice about
this word?

Provide a picture of a rainbow to write about. Ask: How could
I describe this rainbow? I want to write the sentence, “I can
see yellow.” Write: “I can see” and then ask: How will I work
out how to write the word “yellow”? Model referring to the
Vocabulary Starter as a resource.

Memory game

Draw out information about:

Play the game “Spotto” in small groups. To play, display a
group of six similar objects of different colours (e.g. six toy
cars). While one student turns away, another student removes
one item from the group. The first student must spot what is
missing. Encourage students to say: The black car is gone.

• word shape
• number of letters
• first letter e.g. Whose name in the class has the same first letter?
• other words that sound like the word.

Have students write about their favourite colour. Provide the
sentence stem: My favourite colour is … (e.g. red, blue, yellow,
orange, black).

The big green monster
knew what to do –
“Watch me make
a hullabaloo!”

They reflect the vocabulary needs of children in the first few
years of school (key vocabulary) and have direct relevance to
students’ everyday lives and interests. As well, these words
support the curriculum, including science and social studies:

Flying Start to Literacy Vocabulary Starters can be used:
• to introduce new vocabulary
• as a word bank – display opened out on a notice board
as a writing resource.
• as a stimulus for discussion e.g. What colours do you know?
• to support ELL students by linking spoken and written
vocabulary with clear photographs
• to build confidence using vocabulary.

Provide each student with a copy of the Blackline master.
Have him/her fill in the colour words and then have a partner
find the things that are listed. Encourage students to check
their spelling of each colour word against the Vocabulary
Starter.

Word and picture match

Write the key words from the Vocabulary Starter onto small
cards. Give each student one of the word cards and ask the
students to match the word to the correct picture on the
Vocabulary Starter and then read the word aloud. Change
cards and repeat.

Sentence stems

Using the Blackline master, finish the sentences by writing
different colour words in the spaces provided. Cut the page
into sentence strips. Give each student a sentence and have
him/her read it and follow the instructions. Pass the sentences
onto the next person and repeat.

4

pencil.
block.

Get a

paper.

Get a

pen.

Get a

car.

Get a

book.

Get a

toy.
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Have students write each word from the Vocabulary Starter
using a pencil of that colour (e.g. yellow written in yellow
pencil).

First letters

Mask the key vocabulary words on the Vocabulary Starter
using sticky labels. Ask: What letter do you expect to see at the
start of this word? Unmask to check.

Common sayings

Encourage students to talk about feelings that can be
associated with colour. For example, blue is often associated
with sadness. Talk about sayings that use colour. For example,
say: She was green with envy; It was a black day; She saw red;
He was feeling blue. Do people really go these colours? Why do
we use words in this way?

Get a
Get a

Spelling

Repeat with other words.

Describing words

Provide a range of colour samples (colour cards or charts
from paint suppliers can be useful). Have the students group
the samples by colour. Talk about words that can be used to
describe different hues of the same colour (e.g. light blue, dark
blue, navy blue, sky blue).

This card can be:
• read as a book
• opened up into a chart
• folded to reveal single images one at a time.
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Copy this blackline master at 140%.
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Lower Primary

Guided Reading Levels 1–30

Lower–Middle
Primary
Pages 12–27
®

Each pack contains a carefully levelled
mix of narrative and informative texts.
Reading stages include Emergent,
Early, Transitional and Extending.

Blackline master: Coloured things

Vocabulary Starter

Vocabulary Starter

Pages 38–43

He said to his brothers
as they walked into town,
“I’m going to pull
all the washing down.”

Classroom Library Packs

Pages 44–45

Assessment
An easy-to-use, step-by-step
diagnostic assessment program for
use with students in years F–2.

An award-winning primary literacy
resource supports the systematic
development of reading strategies
and skills in young students.

Direct from the Publisher
Lower–Upper
Primary

Small Group

Task cards

Graphic Organiser: Persuasive text devices
Device

Pages 28–31
®

Example (include page number)

Pages 46–51

Lesson Plan

Choose one of the following activities from this menu.

Explorations Strategies for Comprehension for informative texts Module 3
© 2012 EC Licensing Pty Ltd. Published by Okapi Educational Publishing Inc.

Anecdotes

Paired books for levels Q–V
including a Perspectives title that
explores the issue raised in the
paired texts.

When I was a child …

1
Cluster of three
Cold, hungry and
vulnerable …

Emotive language

The Impact of Climate Change

Create a poster
• Create a poster about one of the issues
related to climate change that you feel
strongly about.

• Create a concept map about climate
change, using the subheadings
“Causes”, “Impacts” and “Solutions”.

It is outrageous that such
an evil can be allowed.

2

The Impact of Climate Change

Create a concept map
• Think about the causes and impacts
of climate change. Also, think about
possible solutions to the problem of
climate change.

Advanced Fluent
reading stage

3

4

The Impact of Climate Change

The Impact of Climate Change

Quotes from expert

Present a talk

Make a digital presentation

Professor Jane Brown of
Hillside University says …

• Choose an issue about climate change
that you believe is important for others
to know about.

• With a partner, make a digital slideshow
that summarises the issues surrounding
climate change.

• Plan and write a two-minute talk about
the issue.

• Research the issue to find additional
information.

• Include facts and how you feel about
these facts.

• Include a world map that shows some of
the areas of the world that are affected
by climate change.

Save the animals.
Save the plants.

• Present your talk to the class.

Explorations
Strategies for
Comprehension
for informative texts

List of texts

• Think about how the visual images and
the language you use will affect someone
viewing the poster.

Graphs/tables/charts/
maps

Repetition

Our changing climate:
who are the victims?

Levels Q–S

• Kids fight for the environment
• Kids vs. government
• Fleeing from the weather
• Eyes on the tide

PERSPECTIVES

Middle–Upper
WorldWise
Primary

Paired connected texts

Sammy is trapped under rubble after
a massive earthquake. No one knows
where he is, except for a loyal puppy
that never gives up hope.

Content vocabulary
activists carbon emissions climate change climate refugees desertification
droughts environmental refugees fossil fuels global warming humanitarian
disaster hurricanes infestations malnutrition monsoons plaintiffs seawalls

We can stop this.

Lower Primary

Flying Start to Literacy Lesson Plan PersPectives The Impact of Climate Change: Why Clean Energy Matters © 2018 EC Licensing Pty Ltd.
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80 per cent of children
under five …
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• People’s actions impact the environment. Sustainable practices impact in
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positive ways and pollution impacts in negative ways.

• Individuals, communities and governments have responsibilities to reflect

Distribution details:
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Science Linked Informative Texts
Activity card

Before reading
What questions do you have
about the topic?

™

Fluent Plus
reading stage
Level P (29–30)

Linked to a
word I knew
(list the word)

™

Compare and contrast these scientists.

Xx
Xxxxxxxxx

(list what you
did)

WorldWise

™

Advanced Fluent
Upper Primary
reading stage
Level U

WorldWise

Content-based LearningScience Curriculum links
• Australia
• SS01.4 World views recognise the dependence of living things on healthy ecosystems, and value
diversity and social justice
• SS01.5 World views are formed by experiences at personal, local, national and global levels, and
are linked to individual and community
• UIS (ACSHE083) Scientific knowledge is used to predict possible effects of human and other
activity and to develop management plans or alternative technologies that minimise these effects
New Zealand
• NS: Scientists’ investigations are informed by current scientific theories and aim to collect
evidence that will be interpreted through processes of logical argument
• PEB: The interactions between the solar, lunar and Earth cycles and the effect of these on Earth

Key concepts

Compare and contrast the projects in chapter 3.
• All movement happens because of the application of a force
• Gravity is a force that exists between all things What do the projects have in common?
• Pushes and pulls must overcome gravity and friction to move objects

to find their way

In what ways are the projects different?

in interesting and engaging ways

• Modern technologies have made science more accessible to all people
• By making science available to everyone, scientists have a better chance of creating positive changes

acting, cancel, combined, energy, exert, forces, friction, glide, gravity, hulls, invisible, laws of nature,
movement, plunge, pull, push, rubbing, sledding, slide, smooth, suspense

Text features

Content vocabulary

• Text boxes, captions, sidebar, glossary
Reading strategy

• Maps, illustrations, diagram, text boxes, sidebars, captions, glossary

• Using a range of word-solving strategies

Text features

• Asking and answering questions
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• Diagrams, captions, time line, text boxes, glossary
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Developed by
Eleanor Curtain Publishing
Text: Kerrie Shanahan, Jenny Feely
Consultants: Linda Hoyt, Lyn Reggett
Designed by Derek Schneider
Printed in China through
Colorcraft Ltd, Hong Kong

Reading strategy

• Comparing and contrasting information

Page 53

The Eleanor Curtain Publishing collection of
teacher resources equips the resourceful teacher.

Dr Alison
Davis
writer, speaker is a leading
literacy
and professio
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provider
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Building
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ension for
informa
tive texts.

Effective
writing ins
truction

Evidencebased class
room

practices

Alison Davis

Text features

astronaut, astronomers, atmosphere, biologist, biology, calcium, campaign, classify, culled, DDT,
design, expedition, experiment, explanations, feral, hypotheses, inventions, laboratories, legacy,
nebulas, observations, ozone layer, pesticide, physics, posthumously, press conference, research,
robotic, satellites, space shuttle, specimen, technology

Reading strategy
WorldWise Lesson Plan Finding Our Way © 2019 EC Licensing Pty Ltd.

Key concepts

• Some scientists, such as Rachel Carson and Sally Ride, have shared their knowledge with the world

Content vocabulary

Content vocabulary
convenient, GPS (Global Positioning System), horizon, hull, intricate, landmark, locations, maps,
memory, navigate, navigation tools, Northern Hemisphere, oral history, peninsula, orbiting, reefs,
route, satellite, seafaring, sextant, Southern Hemisphere, star compass, stationary, vast, visualise
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Australia
• PS (ACSSU76) Forces can be exerted by one object on another
• PS (ACSSU76) Effect of friction on different surfaces
• PS (ACUSSU76) Effect of forces on the behaviour of an object
New Zealand
• PW: The patterns associated with physical phenomena found in everyday situations involving
movement, forces, electricity and magnetism, light, sound, waves and heat
• PW: The effect of forces (contact and non-contact) on the motion of objects

• People use different strategies to follow directions and find their way to places
• People use a range of navigational tools such as maps, signals from nature, and digital technology

Science for the People recounts the exceptional achievements of
scientists Rachel Carson and Sally Ride. It examines how both
women achieved success in their field of study and made their
scientific ideas accessible and engaging to young people through
social media channels. The book also introduces readers to
science projects that everyone can participate in.
Informative text types:
Recount/Report/Explanation

Australia

Key concepts

Xxxxxxxxx

Informative text types:
Explanation/Report

Science Curriculum links

particular purposes

Xx

Sally Ride

WorldWise

• NDS (ACSHE050) Patterns, change and events in our environment

Lesson Plan

Content-based Learning

Rachel Carson
Everything Moves explores how the laws of motion are seen in
everyday events such as kicking a ball, sledding, sailing and
roller-coasting. The book focuses on how contact and noncontact contact forces lead to movement and how this movement
interacts with the force of gravity and the effects of friction. It
also introduces magnetism.

Content-based Learning

• ESS (ACSSU48) Earth’s rotation on its axis causes changes including night and day
• DT (ACTDEK013) Suitability of materials, systems, components, tools and equipment for

Ch 4

WorldWise

Content-based Learning

Advanced Fluent
reading stage
Level R

Science Curriculum links

New Zealand
• PEB: The components of the solar system and the distances between them
• NTTK: The relationship between the materials used and their performance properties in
technological products

Content-based Learning

Other

writing instru
ction

Finding Our Way examines the various strategies and techniques
Word-solving strategies I used (check one or more)
people use to navigate their way to places. It includes information
Word I didn’t
Reread and/or
Thought
Used glossary,
on memory maps, physical
maps, navigational
techniques
such as about Checked the
or was
summarised
would
letters or letter pictures
using the stars and know
other environmental
indicators, and what
modern
of
make sense
chunks
or other
techniques such as unsure
using GPS.
information on
Informative text types:
the page
Report

Content-based Learning

Ch 3

Activity card

Lesson Plan
Name/s:

As you read, notice any words that you don’t know, are unsure of, or need to think about. Practise
using word-solving strategies to learn these words.
After reading, check the word’s meaning in a dictionary.

Xx
Xxxxxxxxx

WorldWise

Ch 2

WorldWise

Lesson Plan

Content-based Learning

After reading
What did you find out? Are there more things you
want to know?

Ch 1

Graphic Organiser: What’s the same? What’s different?

The Alphakids Digital Library is a guided reading
program focusing on levels K–3. It consists of 240
student e-books along with the corresponding
teacher support material, audio and printable
after-reading activities.
Effective

Pages 32–37

WorldWise

Using questions to improve your understanding
Focus
chapter

Activity card

Graphic Organiser: Unlocking words

Name/s:

Name/s:

WorldWise

WorldWise

WorldWise

Graphic Organiser: Asking and answering

Digital

7/12/17 11:46 AM

Content-based Learning

Engaging, informative
texts with literacy
explicitly linked to the
science curriculum.

An easily accessible research-based
resource that supports metacognitive
teaching and learning, leading to
accelerated progress for all students.

®

Clean Energy reports on various energy
sources and describes how renewable
energy is being used in different ways
around the world.

Short sentences/
paragraphs

Middle–Upper
Primary

Comprehension

Explorations

Distribution details:
www.ecpublishing.com.au/contact-us
More information:
www.WorldWiseReading.com.au
www.ecpublishing.com.au

10/24/18 11:58 AM
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Pre-school–Upper Primary
WorldWise

™

Content-based Learning

Your primary literacy resource.
Emergent Reading Stage Guided Reading Levels 3–6

Shared Reading Collection Pre-school–1

WorldWise

Content-based Learning

Titles linked to the science curriculum

Fluent Plus Reading Stage Levels N-P* (25–30)
The Nature of Our World

Early Reading Stage Guided Reading Levels 7–10
Relationships, Roles, Responsibilities

Change and Continuity

Transitional Reading Stage Guided Reading Levels 11–14

Advanced Fluent Reading Stage – Middle Primary Levels Q-S*
Our Changing World

Early Fluent Reading Stage Guided Reading Levels 15–18

Early Emergent Reading Stage Guided Reading Level 1

Homes and Shelters

Survival and Safety

Fluent Reading Stage Guided Reading Levels 19–24

Advanced Fluent Reading Stage – Upper Primary Levels T-V*
Interdependence

Fluent Plus Reading Stage Guided Reading Levels 25–30
Early Emergent Reading Stage Guided Reading Level 2
Earth and Human Activity

Advanced Fluent Reading Stage Middle Primary Levels Q–S*
Environments

* Levels indicated by Levels N–V are comparable to the Guided Reading levels of Fountas and Pinnell.
Colours

Colours
The Vocabulary Starter Colours
provides direct support for the
vocabulary used in the Flying
Start to Literacy Stage 1 books
Come and Look! and Fish.

Key vocabulary: black blue green orange pink red yellow
Flying Start Vocabulary Starters support the development of:
• oral language
• reading
• writing.
They reflect the vocabulary needs of children in the first few
years of school (key vocabulary) and have direct relevance to
students’ everyday lives and interests. As well, these words
support the curriculum, including science and social studies:
This card can be:
• read as a book
• opened up into a chart
• folded to reveal single images one at a time.
Flying Start to Literacy Vocabulary Starters can be used:

Vocabulary Starter

Colours vocab starter.indd 1-7

4

• to introduce new vocabulary
• as a word bank – display opened out on a notice board
as a writing resource.
• as a stimulus for discussion e.g. What colours do you know?
• to support ELL students by linking spoken and written
vocabulary with clear photographs
• to build confidence using vocabulary.

Advanced Fluent Reading Stage Upper Primary Levels T–V*

Developing oral vocabulary

Developing reading vocabulary

Developing writing vocabulary

Getting started

Getting started

Writing sentences

Vocabulary Starter

Blackline master: Coloured things

✂

Talk about the way that colour can be used to describe things.
What things are black? What things are orange? What other colour
words are there? Develop a list that includes colours that are
not on the Vocabulary Starter (e.g. grey, brown, aqua, purple).

Introduce the word on each card. Point to the photograph and
ask: What colour is this? Can you see the word that says “red”?
Ask the students to look at the word. What do you notice about
this word?

Memory game

Draw out information about:

Play the game “Spotto” in small groups. To play, display a
group of six similar objects of different colours (e.g. six toy
cars). While one student turns away, another student removes
one item from the group. The first student must spot what is
missing. Encourage students to say: The black car is gone.

Repeat with other words.

Describing words
Provide a range of colour samples (colour cards or charts
from paint suppliers can be useful). Have the students group
the samples by colour. Talk about words that can be used to
describe different hues of the same colour (e.g. light blue, dark
blue, navy blue, sky blue).

Common sayings
Encourage students to talk about feelings that can be
associated with colour. For example, blue is often associated
with sadness. Talk about sayings that use colour. For example,
say: She was green with envy; It was a black day; She saw red;
He was feeling blue. Do people really go these colours? Why do
we use words in this way?

• word shape
• number of letters
• first letter e.g. Whose name in the class has the same first letter?
• other words that sound like the word.

First letters
Mask the key vocabulary words on the Vocabulary Starter
using sticky labels. Ask: What letter do you expect to see at the
start of this word? Unmask to check.

Word and picture match
Write the key words from the Vocabulary Starter onto small
cards. Give each student one of the word cards and ask the
students to match the word to the correct picture on the
Vocabulary Starter and then read the word aloud. Change
cards and repeat.

Sentence stems
Using the Blackline master, finish the sentences by writing
different colour words in the spaces provided. Cut the page
into sentence strips. Give each student a sentence and have
him/her read it and follow the instructions. Pass the sentences
onto the next person and repeat.

Provide a picture of a rainbow to write about. Ask: How could
I describe this rainbow? I want to write the sentence, “I can
see yellow.” Write: “I can see” and then ask: How will I work
out how to write the word “yellow”? Model referring to the
Vocabulary Starter as a resource.

Have students write about their favourite colour. Provide the
sentence stem: My favourite colour is … (e.g. red, blue, yellow,
orange, black).

Get a

pencil.

Get a

block.

Get a

paper.
© 2009 EC Licensing Pty Ltd. This work is protected by copyright law, and under international copyright
conventions, applicable in the jurisdictions in which it is published. The trademark “Flying Start to Literacy” and
Star device is a registered trademark of EC Licensing Pty Ltd in Australia and New Zealand.

Spelling
Have students write each word from the Vocabulary Starter
using a pencil of that colour (e.g. yellow written in yellow
pencil).
Provide each student with a copy of the Blackline master.
Have him/her fill in the colour words and then have a partner
find the things that are listed. Encourage students to check
their spelling of each colour word against the Vocabulary
Starter.

Get a
Get a

pen.
car.

Get a

book.

Get a

toy.

Copy this blackline master at 140%.
Flying Start to Literacy Vocabulary Starter Colours © 2009 EC Licensing Pty Ltd.

In addition to certain rights under applicable copyright law to copy parts of this work, the purchaser may make
copies of those sections of this work displaying the footnote: ‘© 2009 EC Licensing Pty Ltd’, provided that: (a) the
number of copies made does not exceed the number reasonably required by the purchaser for its teaching purposes;
(b) those copies are only made by means of photocopying and are not further copied or stored or transmitted by
any means; (c) those copies are not sold, hired, lent or offered for sale, hire or loan; and (d) every copy made clearly
shows the footnote copyright notice.
All other rights reserved.
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Flying Start to Literacy

®

Vegetables
Vocabulary Starters

Program Components

… support the early emergent stage.
•

Shared Reading Books

With a roar, roar, roar
and a growl, growl, growl!
We’re scary monsters –
hear us howl!

… launch young readers into literacy.

•

He said to his brothers
as they walked into town,
“I’m going to pull
all the washing down.”

•

•

Feature rhyme, rhythm, repetition and predictable text

•

Humorously illustrated narrative texts

•

Vividly photographed informative texts

•

Narrative texts offer a mix of stories and rhymes

•

Informative texts introduce readers to science and mathematics concepts

Sturdy, laminated cards with seven
folding panels
Unambiguous, full-colour
photographs introduce key
vocabulary
Vocabulary Starter
One for each pair of Levels 1
and 2 books, and one for each
Shared Reading set

Vegetables

Developing oral vocabulary

Developing reading vocabulary

Getting started

Getting started

Vocabulary Starter
The Vocabulary Starter Vegetables
supports the vocabulary used in
the Flying Start to Literacy Early
Emergent stage books Making Soup
and The Vegetable Garden.

Key vocabulary: carrot potato corn pumpkin tomato
broccoli onion

Ask: What vegetables do you eat? Have students talk with their
partner, before sharing their ideas with the group.
Show the front cover of the Vocabulary Starter. Ask: Do you
know the names of these vegetables? Invite students to point to
the vegetables they know and say their name. Open out the
Vocabulary Starter and talk about each of the vegetables.

AS SEEN
Writing sentences

Introduce each word on the Vocabulary Starter. Point to a
photograph and ask: What is this? Can you see the word that
says “carrot”? Ask students to look at the word. Ask: What do
you notice about this word?

Favourites

Have students draw a picture of their favourite vegetable on a
square of paper. Students then sit in a circle and take turns to
speak about their drawing. Use the picture squares to create a
simple bar graph showing favourite vegetables.

Draw out information about:
• word shape;
• number of letters;
• first letter (e.g. Whose name in the class has the same first
letter?);
• other words that sound like the word.
Repeat with other words.

They reflect the vocabulary needs of students in the first few
years of school (key vocabulary) and have direct relevance to
students’ everyday lives and interests. As well, these words
support the curriculum.

Vegetable shopping game

Jumbled sentence

This card can be:
• read as a book;
• opened up into a chart;
• folded to reveal single images one at a time.
Flying Start to Literacy Vocabulary Starters can be used:
• to introduce new vocabulary;
• as a word bank – displayed opened out on a bulletin board
as a writing resource;
• as a stimulus for discussion, (e.g. What vegetables do you
eat? Which one is your favourite?);
• to support students by linking spoken and written
vocabulary to clear photographs;
• to build confidence using the vocabulary.

Describing words

Talk about ways to describe each vegetable on the Vocabulary
Starter. Say: We can describe what the vegetable looks like, such
as its colour, size or shape, and what it feels like and tastes like.
Ask: What words could you use to describe a carrot/potato/
tomato? etc. Use students’ ideas to create a list of describing
words.

These activities are designed
beginning to learn English.

Model writing sentences about making vegetable soup. Say:
I am going to write about making vegetable soup. I will write a
sentence about each vegetable that I put in my soup.

What’s that vegetable?

in the Victorian
Department of
Education and
Training Literacy
Teaching Toolkit

Flying Start to Literacy Vocabulary Starters support
the development of:
• oral language
• reading
• writing.

Have students sit in a circle and play “I Went Shopping”.
Begin by saying: I went shopping and I bought a carrot. The
first student repeats what you have said and adds one new
vegetable, for example: I went shopping and I bought a carrot
and a potato. The next student says: I went shopping and I
bought a potato and a tomato, etc.

Developing oral
English Languag

Developing writing vocabulary

“One potato, two potatoes …

Have students write their own sentence/s about making
vegetable soup. Have them illustrate their writing. Compile
the pictures and create a class book. Share the book with the
group.

Sing the song or say as a rhyme:
“One potato, two potatoes, three p
Five potatoes, six potatoes, seven p
Substitute the names of other veg

Phonemic awareness

Write a sentence about vegetables onto a large strip of paper,
for example: “I like to eat corn because it is juicy and sweet.”
Cut the sentence into individual words. Have students sit in
a semicircle and help reconstruct the sentence on the floor.
Read the finished sentence together. Talk about the sentence:
Which is the first word? … the last word? … the smallest word?
… the longest word? How many words in this sentence?

Sorting and grouping

Display the Vocabulary Starter. P
ask: What is this vegetable? Have
full sentence: That vegetable is co
photographs.

Write on a chart: “I put in an onion. I put in some corn. I put
in some pumpkin.” Talk aloud as you write, to explain your
thinking. Refer to the Vocabulary Starter as you write the
name of each vegetable.

Let’s go shopping

Group together two vegetable names, according to criteria
based on the sounds in the words, for example:

Make sets of word cards using the words from the Vocabulary
Starter. Provide pairs of students with one set of cards each.
Have students sort their cards into groups according to set
criteria. For example, say: Make two groups: vegetables you
need to peel and vegetables you don’t. Encourage students
to talk about their groups and justify how they are sorted.
Repeat with other criteria, for example: vegetables that you
like to eat raw/cooked, … are round/not round, … grow
underground/above ground, etc.

•

pumpkin, potato – same first sound;

•

corn, carrot – same first sound;

•

tomato, potato – same last sound;

•

broccoli, pumpkin – same middle sound (highlight that
this sound is made using different letters).

Using pictures of vegetables and
up a mock vegetable shop. Have
buying vegetables from the shop.
full sentences. For example, say:
Students can take turns being th

Vegetable soup

Draw an outline of a large pot on
copies for students working in pa
supermarket catalogues, scissors
together to cut out and paste pic
to make “vegetable soup”. Stude
and the vegetables that are in it.
sentence, for example: Our soup
Support them to name the veget

Say: We are going to think about the sounds we can hear in these
words. What is the same about these two words: “pumpkin” and
“potato”? Discuss students’ ideas. Ask: What other words do
you know with the /p/ sound at the beginning?

FS AUS L2 VS Vegetables.indd 1-7

•

The big green monster
knew what to do –
“Watch me make
a hullabaloo!”
4

Paired Books
… connect meaningful information and appealing
narratives, and engage learners with content-rich reading.
•

Same concepts, vocabulary and high-frequency words in
each pair

•

Balance of illustrated narrative and photographic
informative texts

•

Wide range of text types include: narratives, recounts,
persuasive, procedures, explanations and reports

•

At the middle and upper primary years, paired books
are also linked to a Perspectives title

5

On the back of the photographs are
activities for developing oral reading
and writing

Lesson Plans
… deliver explicit, systematic instruction
with diagnostic support built in.
•

Before, During and After Reading
activities

•

Integrate oral language,
comprehension, phonemic awareness,
phonics, vocabulary development,
fluency and writing

•

Activity Cards offer creative
suggestions for exploring the topic
further

•

Blackline Masters provide
opportunities for ongoing assessment

Science Curriculum-linked Books
… teach reading strategies simultaneously with natural, earth and physical science concepts.
•

Engaging series of middle and upper primary literacy texts that are linked directly
to the science curriculum

•

Informative texts across a range of text types

•

A lesson plan for each text establishes a reading focus with explicit links
to the science curriculum

Teacher Resources

SCOPE AND
SEQUENCE
Title

High-freque
ncy words:
New

My … is here.

Here I Am!
Word Count:

Revisited and
reinforced

New

Key vocabulary:
Revisited and
reinforced

Can you see
the …?

Look at the …
My … is here.

Scope and sequence charts to identify strategies to be monitored
for each title

Hide and Seek
Word count: 27
My Birthday
Word count: 24

you

I the

apple banana
lemon
pineapple strawberry orange
watermelon

at look the
here is

Here is my …

bird cat dog
fish mouse
rabbit turtle

here is my

Here is my …

come

here is my

My … is here.

brother father
grandma
grandpa mother
sister

here is my
I can

28

In the Garden
Word count: 28
Wow! Look
at That
Word count: 35

This dog can
…

this

eye face foot
hand knee
leg nose

circle heart
oval rectangle
square star triangle

can see the

at look

in

Me
Word count: 21
Dogs
Word Count:

eat dig drink
jump run
sleep swim

circle heart
oval rectangle
square star triangle

bird cat dog
fish mouse
rabbit turtle

at look the

ant bee butterfly
ladybird spider caterpillar
worm

Identifying the
parts
– cover, title page of a book
Turning pages
from left to right
Finding text on
a page
One-to-one word
matching
Understanding
left to right
directionality

brother father
grandma
grandpa mother
sister

can

Look at the …
I look at the …

Identifying parts
of
Identifying where the book
to begin and
stop reading

Recognising the
pattern of the
book
Using initial letters
apple banana
to confirm
lemon
pineapple strawberry orange words
watermelon

eat dig dog
drink jump run
sleep swim

ant bee butterfly
ladybird spider caterpillar
worm

Systematic and explicit sequence of phonics and phonemic
awareness for each reading stage

Matching one
printed word
to
each word read
Using the photographs
to
identify unknown
words

here is my

can I see the

I look at the …

Eating Fruit
Word count: 28
Pets at Home
Word count: 35
My Pet
Word count: 28

Reading strategies
These suggestions
are
indicative only.
There
many opportunities are
for
addressing a
range
strategies in each of reading
book.

eye face foot
hand knee
leg nose

I can see the
…

at I look the

•

Key vocabulary:

here is my

Here is my ...

28
What Shape
Can You
See?
Word count: 35
Shapes Around
Word count: 35 Us
I Look at the
Fruit
Word count: 35

… provide valuable material for planning and record keeping.
•

Early Emergent
Reading Stage:
Guided Reading
Levels 1-2
High-freque
ncy words:

Sentence stems

Early Emergent
Stage: Level
1

My Body
Word count: 28

Understanding
the concepts of
print (Reading
for meaning
Using simple
grammatical
structures: I can
… This dog
can …
Understanding
concept about
first/last word
on page
Linking prior knowledge
to the
text

www.flying-start-to
-literacy.com.au
Flying Start to
Literacy Teacher
Resources © 2013
EC Licensing
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Publishing. Permission
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Record of Read

The Skating Club
Name:

ing Behaviour

Guided reading

s analysis sheet

level G (12)
Date:

•

Reading and writing across the curriculum checklists to identify
cross-curriculum links and content vocabulary

Information sources
Errors – What
Meaning
Structure
Visual cues

Record of Reading Behaviours
The Skating Club

Records of reading behaviours for books at each reading stage

Self-corrections
–
What did the
student use?

Level 12

Read the title to the student. Ask the student to tell you what the book is about.
Name:

Page

Analysis of errors
and self-corrections

Text
SC

Error
MSV

SC
MSV

2

We play games and do tricks

Assessment checklists to record the progress of individual
students using the reading strategies for each book

4

4

We need to stay safe

5

when we skate. We have

6

helmets and we have pads for

7
8

our wrists, knees and elbows.
6

9

Before we go skating, we check

10

our skates. We clean the wheels

11 +

and check that they can spin.
We test the brake pads.
9

97
96
95

Some of us play hockey

Reads smoothly
at an appropria
te rate
Uses appropria
te phrasing
Reads expressive
ly
Attends to punctuati
on

Comprehension

How do the children
in the book take
care of their
skates? What
types of things
do these children
their club? (Literal)
do at
Why do these
children go to
a skating club?
(Inferential)
Do you need
to be good at
skating to join
club? Would all
this skating
skating clubs
be like this one?
Explain. (Critical)

Planning
Focus

93

Problem-solving
strategies

90
89 or less

(E + SC) + SC

on our skates.

Instructional

94

use?

92
91

Self-correction

needs to learn

Hard

ratio

=1:

What the student

next

Fluency
Comprehension
Phonics
Vocabulary

When we are skating

Available at www.ecpublishing.com.au

Level of
difficulty
Easy

98

3

on our skates. It is lots of fun.

•

%
99

Errors
1

We are in a skating club.

Fluency

After the student
has finished reading,
have him/her
talk about the
book. If appropria
te, prompt the
by using the questions
student
below.

Accuracy rate

Information used
E

3

Meaning
Structure
Visual cues

Date:
Count

•

used

did the student

we hit the puck to each other
www.flying-star
t-to-literacy.com
.au Flying Start
Published by
Eleanor Curtain
to
Publishing. PermissionLiteracy Teacher Resources
© 2013 EC Licensing
is granted for
this resource to
Pty Ltd.
be reproduced
for teaching purposes
only. All other
rights reserved.

with our hockey sticks.
We have to keep standing
when someone bumps us

4

or hits our hockey sticks.
100 words

Total

www.flying-start-to-literacy.com.au Flying Start to Literacy Teacher Resources © 2013 EC Licensing Pty Ltd.
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Flying Start to Literacy

Pre-school–1

Pre-school–1
Colours

Colours

®

Developing oral vocabulary

Developing reading vocabulary

Getting started

Getting started

Talk about the way that colour can be used to describe things.
What things are black? What things are orange? What other colour
words are there? Develop a list that includes colours that are
not on the Vocabulary Starter (e.g. grey, brown, aqua, purple).

Introduce the word on each card. Point to the photograph and
ask: What colour is this? Can you see the word that says “red”?
Ask the students to look at the word. What do you notice about
this word?

Vocabulary Starter
The Vocabulary Starter Colours
provides direct support for the
vocabulary used in the Flying
Start to Literacy Stage 1 books
Come and Look! and Fish.

Shared Reading Collection

Key vocabulary: black blue green orange pink red yellow
Flying Start Vocabulary Starters support the development of:
• oral language
• reading
• writing.

Develop early literacy skills through rhyme, rhythm,
repetition and highly predictive texts

They reflect the vocabulary needs of children in the first few
years of school (key vocabulary) and have direct relevance to
students’ everyday lives and interests. As well, these words
support the curriculum, including science and social studies:
This card can be:
• read as a book
• opened up into a chart
• folded to reveal single images one at a time.

Play the game “Spotto” in small groups. To play, display a
group of six similar objects of different colours (e.g. six toy
cars). While one student turns away, another student removes
one item from the group. The first student must spot what is
missing. Encourage students to say: The black car is gone.

• word shape
• number of letters
• first letter e.g. Whose name in the class has the same first letter?
• other words that sound like the word.
Repeat with other words.

Describing words

First letters

Provide a range of colour samples (colour cards or charts
from paint suppliers can be useful). Have the students group
the samples by colour. Talk about words that can be used to
describe different hues of the same colour (e.g. light blue, dark
blue, navy blue, sky blue).

Mask the key vocabulary words on the Vocabulary Starter
using sticky labels. Ask: What letter do you expect to see at the
start of this word? Unmask to check.

Word and picture match
Write the key words from the Vocabulary Starter onto small
cards. Give each student one of the word cards and ask the
students to match the word to the correct picture on the
Vocabulary Starter and then read the word aloud. Change
cards and repeat.

Common sayings

Flying Start to Literacy Vocabulary Starters can be used:
• to introduce new vocabulary
• as a word bank – display opened out on a notice board
as a writing resource.
• as a stimulus for discussion e.g. What colours do you know?
• to support ELL students by linking spoken and written
vocabulary with clear photographs
• to build confidence using vocabulary.

Vocabulary Starter

Colours

Draw out information about:

Memory game

Sixteen Shared Big Books on familiar topics will soon become
favourites in your classroom.

Flying Start to Literacy

Encourage students to talk about feelings that can be
associated with colour. For example, blue is often associated
with sadness. Talk about sayings that use colour. For example,
say: She was green with envy; It was a black day; She saw red;
He was feeling blue. Do people really go these colours? Why do
we use words in this way?

Sentence stems
Using the Blackline master, finish the sentences by writing
different colour words in the spaces provided. Cut the page
into sentence strips. Give each student a sentence and have
him/her read it and follow the instructions. Pass the sentences
onto the next person and repeat.

Vocabulary Starter

FS AUS VS Colours.indd 5-7

Each title comes with a Vocabulary Starter. This provides an
opportunity to develop oral vocabulary around the content
of the book.

Developing writing vocabulary

Blackline master: Coloure

Vocabulary Starters
Writing sentences

Provide a picture of a rainbow to write about. Ask: How could
I describe this rainbow? I want to write the sentence, “I can
see yellow.” Write: “I can see” and then ask: How will I work
out how to write the word “yellow”? Model referring to the
Vocabulary Starter as a resource.

Get a

pencil.

Get a

block.

Colours

Developing oral vocabulary

Have students write about their favourite colour. Provide the
sentence stem: My favourite colour is … (e.g. red, blue, yellow,
The Vocabulary Starter Colours
black).
provides direct orange,
support for
the

Getting started

Vocabulary
Starter
A
Vocabulary
Starter links to each
Get a
Shared Book. This link provides the
Get a
teacher with an opportunity to explore
the key vocabulary related to the Get a
specific topic of the book and is an
excellent support for ELL students.Get a
vocabulary used in the Flying
Spelling
Start to Literacy Stage 1 books
students write each word from the Vocabulary Starter
Come and Look!Have
and Fish.
using a pencil of that colour (e.g. yellow written in yellow
Key vocabulary:
black blue green orange pink red yellow
pencil).

Provide each student with a copy of the Blackline master.
Have him/her fill in the colour words and then have a partner
Flying Start Vocabulary Starters support the development of:
find the things that are listed. Encourage students to check
• oral languagetheir spelling of each colour word against the Vocabulary
• reading
Starter.
• writing.
They reflect the vocabulary needs of children in the first few
years of school (key vocabulary) and have direct relevance to
students’ everyday lives and interests. As well, these words
support the curriculum, including science and social studies:

The Vocabulary Starters:
This card can be:
• read as a book
• opened up into a chart
• folded to reveal single images one at a time.

paper.

Talk about the way that colour can be used to describe things.
What things are black? What things are orange? What other colour
pen.
words are there? Develop a list that includes colours that are
not on the Vocabulary Starter (e.g. grey, brown, aqua, purple).

Memory game

Play the game “Spotto” in small groups. To play, display acar.
group of six similar objects of different colours (e.g. six toy
cars). While one student turns away, another student removes
one item from the group. The first student must spot what is
missing. Encourage students to say: The black car is gone.

book.

Describing words

Provide a range of colour samples (colour cards or charts
from paint suppliers can be useful). Have the students group
Get
the samples by colour. Talk
aboutawords that can be usedtoy.
to
describe different hues of the same colour (e.g. light blue, dark
blue, navy blue, sky blue).

Common sayings
Copy this blackline master at 140%.

• use full-colour photographs to
introduce key vocabulary words
Flying Start to Literacy Vocabulary Starters can be used:

• to introduce new vocabulary
• as a word bank – display opened out on a notice board
as a writing resource.
• as a stimulus for discussion e.g. What colours do you know?
• to support ELL students by linking spoken and written
vocabulary with clear photographs
• to build confidence using vocabulary.

Encourage students
to talk about feelings that can be
Flying Start to Literacy Vocabulary Starter Colours © 2009–2018 EC Licensing Pty Ltd.
associated with colour. For example, blue is often associated
with sadness. Talk about sayings that use colour. For example,
say: She was green with envy; It was a black day; She saw red;
He was feeling blue. Do people really go these colours? Why do
we use words in this way?

• provide a variety of suggestions
for developing oral vocabulary.
FS AUS VS Colours.indd 5-7

Easy-to-follow Lesson Plans are provided for each title.
Your students will:
Activity card

• Begin to recognise and read high-frequency words

Making a hullabaloo

Colours

You will need: crayons

• Build knowledge of oral vocabulary

Draw a monster making a hullabaloo.

Shared Reading

Lesson Plan
Colours

Flying Start Vocabulary Starters support the development of:
• oral language
• reading
• writing.

• Enjoy reading together and revisiting familiar books
again and again.

Developing reading vocabulary

Developing writing vocabulary

Getting started

Writing sentences

Talk about the way that colour can be used to describe things.
What things are black? What things are orange? What other colour
words are there? Develop a list that includes colours that are
not on the Vocabulary Starter (e.g. grey, brown, aqua, purple).

Introduce the word on each card. Point to the photograph and
ask: What colour is this? Can you see the word that says “red”?
Ask the students to look at the word. What do you notice about
this word?

Memory game

Draw out information about:

Provide a picture of a rainbow to write about. Ask: How could
I describe this rainbow? I want to write the sentence, “I can
see yellow.” Write: “I can see” and then ask: How will I work
out how to write the word “yellow”? Model referring to the
Vocabulary Starter as a resource.

Play the game “Spotto” in small groups. To play, display a
group of six similar objects of different colours (e.g. six toy
cars). While one student turns away, another student removes
one item from the group. The first student must spot what is
missing. Encourage students to say: The black car is gone.

• word shape
• number of letters
• first letter e.g. Whose name in the class has the same first letter?
• other words that sound like the word.

Have students write about their favourite colour. Provide the
sentence stem: My favourite colour is … (e.g. red, blue, yellow,
orange, black).

Repeat with other words.

Have students write each word from the Vocabulary Starter
using a pencil of that colour (e.g. yellow written in yellow
pencil).

Vocabulary Starter
Shared
They reflect the vocabulary needs of children
in the firstBook
few
Describing words
years of school (key vocabulary) and have direct relevance to
Provide a range of colour samples (colour cards or charts
students’ everyday lives and interests. As well, these words
Hullabaloo
is a tale about three scary
monsters
who make
mightyHave the students group
from
paint suppliers
can beauseful).
support the curriculum, including science and
social studies:
samples
colour.
Talkinto
about
words that can be used to
hullabaloo. They cause all sorts ofthe
trouble
asby
they
stomp
town.
This card can be:
describe different hues of the same colour (e.g. light blue, dark
But, when their monster mother finds
them and sees what her
• read as a book
blue, navy blue, sky blue).
• opened up into a chart
naughty monsters have done, she gets very cross and makes them
Common sayings
• folded to reveal single images one at a time.
clean up their mess. Now, the naughty monsters can only dream
Encourage students to talk about feelings that can be
Flying Start to Literacy Vocabulary Startersabout
can be making
used:
a hullabaloo!
associated with colour. For example, blue is often associated
• to introduce new vocabulary
with sadness. Talk about sayings that use colour. For example,
• as a word bank – display opened out on a notice board
say: She was green with envy; It was a black day; She saw red;
as a writing resource.
He was feeling blue. Do people really go these colours? Why do
• as a stimulus for discussion e.g. What colours do you know?
we use words in this way?
vocabulary
• to support ELL students by linking spokenOral
and written
vocabulary with clear photographs
around bouncing frown green howl hullabaloo neighbourhood red-faced
• to build confidence using vocabulary.

First letters
Mask the key vocabulary words on the Vocabulary Starter
using sticky labels. Ask: What letter do you expect to see at the
start of this word? Unmask to check.

Word and picture match
Write the key words from the Vocabulary Starter onto small
cards. Give each student one of the word cards and ask the
students to match the word to the correct picture on the
Vocabulary Starter and then read the word aloud. Change
cards and repeat.

Vocabulary

Vocabulary Starter

Sentence stems
Using the Blackline master, finish the sentences by writing
different colour words in the spaces provided. Cut the page
into sentence strips. Give each student a sentence and have
him/her read it and follow the instructions. Pass the sentences
onto the next person and repeat.

roar rubbish sack scary stomped

High-frequency words

Get a

pencil.

Get a

block.

Get a

paper.

Get a

pen.

Get a

car.

Get a

book.

Get a

toy.
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Spelling

Provide each student with a copy of the Blackline master.
Have him/her fill in the colour words and then have a partner
find the things that are listed. Encourage students to check
their spelling of each colour word against the Vocabulary
Starter.

Copy this blackline master at 140%.
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Phonemic awareness
• Rhyming words as in along/ song
Phonics
• Identifying the /h/ sound as in Hullabaloo
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Print concepts
• Understanding that a word is made of a group of letters
Key concepts

Curriculum link

• Things come in different colours.
• Monsters are imaginary creatures.

• Health and Physical Education:
Relationships

FS AUS ITW LP Hullabaloo.indd 1-2
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Shared Reading Lesson Plans

Shared Books

Easy-to-follow Lesson Plans are
provided for each Shared Book. These
plans include explicit instruction to
guide teachers through multiple
readings of the text. After revisiting
the books, there are suggestions
for modelling and teaching specific
foundational skills.

Each of the 16 Shared Books has
been carefully written to motivate and
support young readers.
These shared reading texts:
• Capture the reader’s attention and
ensure group participation and
engagement

With a roar, roar, roar
and a growl, growl, growl!
We’re scary monsters –
hear us howl!

• Are ideal to introduce early
literacy skills and concepts of print
• Use rhyme, rhythm and repetition
in the narrative titles

These skills include:

He said to his brothers
as they walked into town,
“I’m going to pull
all the washing down.”

• Phonemic awareness
• Phonics
• Oral language
• Fluency

• Introduce science and
mathematics concepts in the
informative texts

• Print concepts
• Writing.

• Link to a Vocabulary Starter in
the Flying Start to Literacy Early
Emergent Reading Stage.

The big green monster
knew what to do –
“Watch me make
a hullabaloo!”
4

8

Blackline master: Coloured things

✂

The Vocabulary Starter Colours
Early Emergent
provides direct support for the
reading
stage
vocabulary used
in the Flying
Start to Literacy Stage 1 books
Come and Look!
and Fish.
Shared
Reading

Key vocabulary: black blue green orange pink red yellow

• Understand conventions of print

Developing oral vocabulary
Getting started

Vocabulary Starter

* customersupport@macmillaneducation.com.au (1300 764 276

5

The strong link between the books in the Shared Reading Collection and the Vocabulary Starters
means that when your young readers are ready for small group instruction, they can be introduced
to the matching paired student books at Levels 1 and 2 of the Flying Start to Literacy program.
www.ecpublishing.com.au
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Flying Start to Literacy

Pre-school–1

Flying Start to Literacy

Pre-school–1
®

Professional
Development

Shared Reading Collection Sets

Eleanor Curtain Publishing
offers a range of Professional
Development Opportunities.

Each set includes:
• 1 Big Book • 1 Lesson Plan • 1 Vocabulary Starter

Please visit
www.ecpublishing.com.au
for more information

Pre-school – 1

10

Price per set $49.95

Pre-school – 1

Price per set $49.95

A Pizza for Bear

In the Fairy Tale Woods

John McBee

My Dog Rags

Into the Tent

What a Mess!

The Silliest Scarecrow

Hullabaloo

9781760177591

781760177577

9781760177621

9781760177607

9781760385477

9781760385484

9781760385491

9781760385507

Vocabulary Starter: Doing Things

Vocabulary Starter: Position

Vocabulary Starter: Playground

Vocabulary Starter: Doing Things

Vocabulary Starter: My Family

Vocabulary Starter: I Like to …

Vocabulary Starter: Farm Animals

Vocabulary Starter: Colours

Spotty Sam

What Do Animals Do at the Zoo?

I Spy Shapes

What Lives Here?

Squeaky’s Big Adventure

Little Arabella Miller

Sharing Fruit

Which Pet Is Best?

9781760177614

9781760177560

9781760177584

9781760177553

9781760385514

9781760385521

9781760385453

9781760385460

Vocabulary Starter: The Body

Vocabulary Starter: Zoo Animals

Vocabulary Starter: Shapes

Vocabulary Starter: Mini Beasts

Vocabulary Starter: Places I Go

Vocabulary Starter: My Family

Vocabulary Starter: Fruit

Vocabulary Starter: Pets

* customersupport@macmillaneducation.com.au (1300 764 276

www.ecpublishing.com.au
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Flying Start to Literacy

Lower–Middle Primary

Lower–Middle Primary

Flying Start to Literacy

®

Levels 1–30 Overview
An award-winning, comprehensive literacy program

Instruction

Flying Start to Literacy reflects best practice in literacy instruction and supports the
systematic development of reading strategies and skills in students.

Flying Start to Literacy’s Lesson Plans
(one for each pair of books):
• Provide practical, systematic, and easy-to-implement
instructional plans

Features of the program:
• Key vocabulary is introduced systematically

Chapter 1

• A high rate of repetition of high-frequency words and a
low ratio of unfamiliar words

animals
My name is Alice.
When I was seven
years old, I went
on a holiday with
my family. I saw tigers

• Text complexity is carefully sequenced to build reading
strategies
• Phonics and phonemic awareness is systematically
developed
Time for action

Lesson Plans

circus trucks.

When I got home,

The animals were sitting

I found out about

in the hot sun without

a place that helps

water or shade.

animals. This place

I decided I wanted

looks after tigers

to help animals like

and lions and other

them have better lives.

big cats that have
not been looked

Create a poster

Create a poster that encourages people to look after the environment.

Think of a project you could do at home or at school that would help the environment.
Use the plan below to organise your ideas.

Use words, symbols and pictures.

• Include ongoing assessment and follow-up activities.

and lions in cages on

Activity card

Blackline master

• Integrate oral language, comprehension, phonemic
awareness, phonics, vocabulary development, fluency
and writing

Saving

after properly.
Early Fluent
reading stage

6

Level 18

7

Project title

Aim – what you hope to
achieve

• Fluency enhances comprehension

You Can Make a Difference! contains
four personal narratives from
children who have helped animals
or the environment.

Steps – what you need to
do to complete the project.
Think about:
• how you will tell others
about the project
• whether money is needed
and how you will raise it
• which adults you will
need to discuss the
project with.

• A variety of text types enable the development of a
range of reading strategies
• Reading and writing is linked
Assessment

Flying Start to Literacy You Can Make a Difference! / Save the Sea Otters! © 2015-2016 EC Licensing Pty Ltd.
© 2015-2016 EC Licensing Pty Ltd. This work is protected by copyright
law, and under international copyright conventions, applicable in the
jurisdictions in which it is published. The trademark “Flying Start to
Literacy” and Star device is a registered trademark of EC Licensing Pty Ltd in
Australia and New Zealand.

• Assessment is ongoing to inform instruction.
Can the student identify a project that would help the environment?
Can the student write clear steps in a logical sequence?
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for sale, hire or loan; and (d) every copy made clearly shows the footnote
copyright notice.
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Readers will love to read
Flying Start to Literacy books
• There are fascinating topics and ideas to learn about,
funny stories to laugh at, exciting adventure stories,
reports, interviews, explanations, procedures, plays
and shared books.

In Save the Sea Otters!, Lee is upset
to find a sea otter injured by a jet
ski. She talks to a reporter, which
ultimately leads to a big change.

Running words: 629
Text type: Personal narrative

Running words: 637
Text type: Narrative

Content vocabulary

animals animal hospital bay camping ground destroyed
difference environment flipper government habitat jetski/s
jet skier/s kelp money nature oil spills paper park pipeline
plastic ranger recycling reducing reporter safe saving
sea otters speeches town leader vet

Phonics

• Identifying the r-controlled vowel as in park
• Identifying different letter combinations that make the
long /e/ sound

• Focus on reading strategies specific to the book

• Contents page, chapter headings, introduction and conclusion
• Author note

Save the Sea Otters!

• Contents page, chapters with headings, illustrations
• Third-person narrative; dialogue

Reading strategies

• Asking questions
• Making inferences about characters

ELL support

Key concepts

Curriculum link

• The main concepts of the
non-fiction book are stated
in the introduction and
re-stated in the conclusion
and author note.
• Photographs and
illustrations support
the text.
• Chapter headings signal
content.

• People’s actions can harm
the environment.
• There are things people can
do to help the environment.
• Some children have taken
action to help
the environment.
• Animals and people
sometimes compete
for space.

• Science: People and the
environment, taking
action

Then, one day, Lee saw one. It was on
the beach. Something is wrong, thought
Lee. It should be on the sea, floating on

During reading

the kelp.
Lee ran and told her dad.
“Are you sure it’s a sea otter?” said

• Monitor and support each student’s reading

Dad.

6/6/16 1:27 PM

“Yes,” said Lee.

• Revisit specific reading strategies as needed
Lee and her dad went down to the

• Guide students as they apply these strategies

beach. The otter was breathing, but it
couldn’t move.
“It needs help,” said Dad. And he
called the ranger.
6

7

After reading
• Use discussion prompts to encourage collaborative
conversations about the book

Flying Start to Literacy will ensure
success for all readers

Teachers find Flying Start to Literacy
easy to use

• High-frequency words and key content words are
introduced systematically and revisited in following
levels of the program.

• The Lesson Plans integrate oral language, vocabulary
development, fluency and comprehension, writing and
phonics. They are attractive, durable, accessible and
easy to store.
• Supportive teacher resources for planning and record
keeping are available online.
• Visit www.ecpublishing.com.au to download today.

• The program supports a systematic approach to the
development of phonemic awareness and phonics.
All new vocabulary is phonetically accessible to
developing readers.

• Activate prior knowledge through a variety of engaging
suggestions
• Introduce challenging or unfamiliar vocabulary

Text features
You Can Make a Difference!

Before reading

• Each book is one of a connected pair. A narrative
book and an informative book present the same key
concepts and vocabulary.
• Every book has been trialled with a range of readers,
including English Language Learners.

• Ask students to return to the text for evidence to
support their responses
• Provide positive feedback on students’ use of the
lesson’s reading strategies

Returning to the book
• Develop fluency with modelling, paired practice and
independent re-reading
• Work with words through a variety of suggestions for
building phonemic awareness and reinforcing phonics
• Connect reading and writing with teacher modelling
and prompts for student practice

Talk about the pair
• Discussion prompts encourage students to consider
the pair’s “big idea”
• Reproducible Activity Cards offer creative suggestions
for exploring the topic further
• Blackline Masters provide opportunities for ongoing
assessment

12
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Flying Start to Literacy

Lower–Middle Primary
®

Early Emergent Reading Stage
Guided Reading Levels 1–2

Guided Reading
Special Offer

$87.00

Recount 

NEW

Report

Recount 

Single $7.50 each • Multi 6+ $7.25 each • Vocabulary Starter $7.95

NEW

Recount 

Single $7.50 each • Multi 6+ $7.25 each • Vocabulary Starter $7.95

NEW

Guided Reading Level 2
NEW

NEW

Purchase 6 copies of any pair
to receive a FREE Lesson
Plan and Vocabulary Starter

• Paired Student Books • Vocabulary Starters • Lesson Plans

Guided Reading Level 1

Flying Start to Literacy

Lower–Middle Primary

Report

RecountReport

Report

Making Soup

9781760679491

A Day at the Zoo

9781760679514

I Like the Weather

9781760679538

The Vegetable Garden

9781760679507

Look at My Dog

9781760679521

What’s the Weather Today?

9781760679545

Vegetables

9781760679408

Feelings

9781760679415

The Weather

9781760679422

NEW

Report

Recount 

Report
ReportRecount

RecountRecount

RecountRecount

People Who Help Me

9781760679439

What Can You See?

9781760679453

A Day at the Beach

9781760679477

In My Neighbourhood

9781760679446

Animal Babies		

9781760679460

What’s at the Beach?

9781760679484

On My Bike9781743205587

At Grandpa’s House9781743205600

9781760679392

Can You Go Here?9781743205594

Cakes For Sale9781743205617

Going Shopping9781743205631

Position9781743205495

At School 

Clothes9781743205518

People Who Help Us

9781760679378

RecountRecount

Baby Animals		

9781760679385

RecountReport

At the Beach		

9781743205501

The Dress-up Box9781743205624

RecountRecount
ReportReport

RecountRecount

RecountRecount

Eating Fruit9781743205570

Looking at You9781742340128

What Did You Do?9781742340142

At the Shop9781742340166

Fruit9781743205488

Animals on the Farm9781742340135

Going Places9781742340159

Things I Like9781742340173

Farm Animals9781742341507

Places I Go9781742341514

Shopping9781742341521

My Body

9781743205525

What Shape Can You See? 

9781743205549

I Look at the Fruit9781743205563

Here I Am!

9781743205532

Shapes Around Us9781743205556

The Body

9781743205464

Shapes9781743205471

RecountReport

ReportRecount

RecountRecount

Me9781742340005

In the Garden9781742340029

Pets at Home9781742340043

Dogs9781742340012

Wow! Look at That9781742340036

My Pet9781742340050

Look at Me Play9781742340180

My Family and Me9781742340203

Come and Look!9781742340227

Doing Things9781742341446

Mini Beasts9781742341453

Pets9781742341460

The Playground9781742340197

Can You Do This?9781742340210

Fish9781742340234

Playground9781742341538

I Like to …9781742341545

Colours9781742341552

RecountRecount

RecountRecount

Paired, Connected Texts at This Stage:
• Establish a full range of concepts about print
• Introduce common stems and key vocabulary
RecountRecount

My Toys9781742340081
Getting Around9781742340098
Movers9781742341484

RecountRecount

Hide and Seek9781742340067
My Birthday9781742340074
My Family9781742341477

ReportRecount

Where are the Animals?9781742340104
Animals at the Zoo9781742340111
Zoo Animals9781742341491

* customersupport@macmillaneducation.com.au (1300 764 276

ReportReport

Blackline
master
Activity card
Lesson Plans include Before,
During
and After
Reading guidance for each book, plus synthesising
activities that reinforce the key concepts of each pair.
There is one Lesson Plan per pair of books. Each one
provides multiple opportunities for the students to
read and interact with the book again and again.
Shopping for vegetables

Use words from the word bank to fill in the shopping list. Label each picture.

Word bank

14

Recount 

Shopping list

corn

potato

pumpkin

onion

broccoli

• Focus on phonemic awareness and phonics
• Build comprehension and fluency through a
range of reading strategies.

Early Emergent
reading stage
Level 2

tomato

carrot

• Introduce the first 26 high-frequency words

Lesson Plans

My vegetable soup

Draw pictures of vegetables or cut out pictures from magazines and
stick them in the pot. Choose a vegetable in your pot to write about.

In went the _____________________________________ .

Making Soup recounts the making
of a delicious pot of vegetable
soup, using a selection of
different vegetables.
Running words: 49
Text type: Recount
(first person, I)

This book introduces a range
of vegetables growing in a
garden, and it poses a question
about each one.
Running words: 61
Text type: Report

Vocabulary

Key vocabulary

High-frequency words
in went the I like come and
look at is this a an

Vocabulary
Starter

broccoli carrot potato corn
onion pumpkin tomato

Phonics

• Counting the syllables in a word
• Hearing and pronouncing the /c/ sound as in come

Text features

• Questions
• Photographs
• Word bank (page 16)

Reading strategies

• Reading left to right with a return sweep
• Using pictures to solve unknown words

I like __________________________________________ .

Flying Start to Literacy Lesson Plans Making Soup / The Vegetable Garden © 2019 EC Licensing Pty Ltd.

Lesson Plan $7.95

Assessment
• Can the student identify key vocabulary?
• Can the student match words to pictures?
Flying Start to Literacy Lesson Plans Making Soup / The Vegetable Garden © 2019 EC Licensing Pty Ltd.

FS AUS LP S1 L2 Making Soup Vegetable Garden.indd 1-3
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Key concepts

Curriculum links

• There are different kinds

• History: Personal and family

of vegetables that we eat.

• We can cook vegetables.
• Vegetables grow on plants.
• Vegetables grow on different

histories

• Health and Physical Education:
Food and nutrition

parts of a plant.

7/30/18 2:42 PM
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Flying Start to Literacy

Lower–Middle Primary
®

Emergent Reading Stage

Guided Reading
Special Offer

Guided Reading Level 5

Single $7.50 each • Multi 6+ $7.25 each

Purchase 6 copies of
any pair to receive a
FREE Lesson Plan

Guided Reading Levels 3–6

$87.00

• Paired Student Books • Lesson Plans

Guided Reading Level 3

ReportNarrative

ReportNarrative

ReportReport

Look at My Clothes9781743205785

What Do Bats Eat?9781743205808

Ant Nests9781742340364

Where is My Mother?9781743205792

Big Bat’s Lunch9781743205815

Where Is My Nest?9781742340371

Single $7.50 each • Multi 6+ $7.25 each

ReportNarrative
RecountNarrative

Flying Start to Literacy

Lower–Middle Primary

ExplanationNarrative

My Horse9781743205709

The Fruit Shop9781743205723

The Car Race9781743205716

Bananas Are Best

9781743205730

RecountNarrative

Winners9781742340241
Rabbit and Fox

RecountNarrative

Lots of Legs9781742340388

My Camp Diary9781742340401

The Best Legs9781742340395

A Monkey in the Camp9781742340418

9781742340258

Guided Reading Level 6

ReportNarrative

Single $7.50 each • Multi 6+ $7.25 each

ExplanationNarrative

In the Forest9781742340265

Big Brothers9781742340289

Finding Food9781742340272

Cat and Mouse9781742340296

ReportNarrative

ProcedureNarrative

Turtles9781743205822

Let’s Do the Monkey Bop9781743205846

What Am I?9781742340425

9781743205839

Little Monkey’s Dance9781743205853

Tad Grows Up9781742340432

A Home For Turtle

Guided Reading Level 4

ReportNarrative

Single $7.50 each • Multi 6+ $7.25 each

ReportNarrative
ReportNarrative

ReportNarrative

Looking For Animals9781743205747

Amazing Animal Parts9781743205761

The Big Box9781742340302

Where is Frog?9781743205754

Turtle is Stuck9781743205778

Pirate Sam9781742340319

RecountNarrative

RecountNarrative
Blackline master

Spiders9781742340449

On the Move9781742340463

A Good Trap9781742340456

Grandpa’s Car

An amazing mover

Where can they go?

9781742340470

Draw a picture in each box that shows how each mover can go on water and on land.

Water

Boats

Lesson
Plans
Activity card
Lesson Plans
include Before,
During and
After Reading
guidance for
each book, plus
synthesising
activities that
reinforce the key
concepts of each
pair. There is one
Lesson Plan per pair of books. Each
one provides multiple opportunities
for the students to read and interact
with the book again and again.

Land

Make a mover that can go on land, water and in the air.
You will need: empty boxes and packaging, craft sticks,
string, tape, scissors.
What to do:
1. Work with two other friends to draw a design of a vehicle
that can go on land, on water and in the air.
2. Use construction materials to make a model of your design.

Emergent
reading stage
Level 6

This information book describes
the different places where boats,
trucks and planes can go.
Running words: 135
Text type: Report

This narrative is about how a
girl’s grandpa gets her to school
by converting his vehicle.
Running words: 253
Text type: Narrative

Vocabulary

Trucks

Planes

High-frequency words

Key vocabulary

a all and but came can cannot
come for from get go got had
he I in into is it it’s like lots
my not now of on onto out
said saw so some that the then
there they this to too us was we
went what’s will with yes your

across bam big boat box
bridge/s car fix fix-it flat
grandpa/’s help his land lots
mud must over plane/s sand
school stop stuck trip truck/s
under water

Phonics

• Identifying the /nd/ blend as in sand
• Identifying the /x/ sound in words as in fix

Text features
On the Move
Grandpa’s Car

Reading strategies

• Photographic index
• Direct speech

• Self-correcting – finding an error and correcting
when prompted

• Self-correcting independently

Flying Start to Literacy Lesson Plans On the Move / Grandpa’s Car © 2009–2014 EC Licensing Pty Ltd.

Small-group
flexibility!
ExplanationNarrative

ExplanationNarrative

The Fog Came In9781742340326

At Grandpa’s Farm9781742340340

Lost in the Fog9781742340333

A New Farm for Cow

9781742340357

Lesson Plans provide four
30-minute instructional
sessions and one
review session.

Assessment
Can the student find information in the text?
Can the student fill in a data chart accurately?

In addition to certain rights under applicable copyright law to copy parts of this work, the
purchaser may make copies of those sections of this work displaying the footnote:
“© 2009–2014 EC Licensing Pty Ltd”, provided that: (a) the number of copies made does
not exceed the number reasonably required by the purchaser for its teaching purposes; (b)
those copies are only made by means of photocopying and are not further copied or stored or
transmitted by any means; (c) those copies are not sold, hired, lent or offered for sale, hire or
loan; and (d) every copy made clearly shows the footnote copyright notice.

Flying Start to Literacy Lesson Plans On the Move / Grandpa’s Car © 2009–2014 EC Licensing Pty Ltd.

LP S2L6 OnTheMoveGrandpasCar.indd 1-3

Paired, Connected Texts at This Stage:
• Reuse key vocabulary
• Gradually introduce and reuse high-frequency words
• Build comprehension and fluency through a range of reading strategies
• Introduce phonologically regular vocabulary (all words with short vowels).
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Key concepts

Curriculum links

Text: Kerrie Shanahan
Consultant: Susan Hill
Designed by Derek Schneider
Printed in China through Colorcraft Ltd, Hong Kong

• Vehicles are designed to move on

• Technology: Design technologies

Distributed in Australia & New Zealand by Lioncrest
Education
Phone: +61 2 4991 2874 email: info@lioncrest.com.au
www.lioncrest.com.au

• Different types of vehicles move on

Developed by Eleanor Curtain Publishing
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certain surfaces.

different surfaces.

• Some vehicles can move on more than
one surface.

www.ecpublishing.com.au

16/12/14 2:50 PM

Lesson Plan $7.95
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Flying Start to Literacy

Lower–Middle Primary
®

Early Reading Stage

Flying Start to Literacy

Lower–Middle Primary

Guided Reading
Special Offer

Guided Reading Level 9

Single $7.50 each • Multi 6+ $7.25 each

Purchase 6 copies of
any pair to receive a
FREE Lesson Plan

Guided Reading Levels 7–10

$87.00

• Paired Student Books • Lesson Plans

Guided Reading Level 7

ProcedureNarrative

ReportNarrative

Keep Safe at the Beach9781743208120

Amazing Caterpillars9781743208144

Bat Rescue9781742340609

Sally’s Beach Rescue9781743208137

Caterpillars For Lunch9781743208151

Sally and the Bats9781742340616

ExplanationNarrative

Single $7.50 each • Multi 6+ $7.25 each

RecountNarrative

ExplanationNarrative

ExplanationNarrative

The Great Cake Bake-off9781743208045

Super Dogs9781743208069

Insects9781742340487

A Cake For Cuddles9781743208052

Nosey Saves the Day!9781743208076

Where Are the Grapes?9781742340494

ReportNarrative

RecountNarrative

Teach Me How9781742340623

The Skipping Team9781742340647

Little Cub9781742340630

The Fun Run9781742340654

Guided Reading Level 10

ReportNarrative

ReportNarrative

Squid9781742340500

The Plum Tree9781742340524

Big Squid and Little Squid9781742340517

My Tree9781742340531

Guided Reading Level 8

Single $7.50 each • Multi 6+ $7.25 each

RecountNarrative

ExplanationNarrative

Single $7.50 each • Multi 6+ $7.25 each

ExplanationNarrative

Looking After Ostrich Chicks9781743208168

Rides For Everyone9781743208182

Animals That Need Mud9781742340661

Father Ostrich and the
New Chicks9781743208175

At the Fun Park9781743208199

Mud, Mud, Mud!9781742340678

Blackline master

RecountNarrative

Charlie and the Crocodiles9781743208083
Don’t Eat Me!9781743208090

ExplanationNarrative

Big Homes, Little Animals 

9781743208106

Tiff Leaves Home!9781743208113

ExplanationNarrative

When the Sun Comes Up9781742340548
When the Sun is Going Down9781742340555

Cut out the cards below. Stick them on a blank piece of paper and draw a picture to
match each word.

ReportNarrative

Keeping Safe9781742340685
Looking For Lunch9781742340692

ReportNarrative
tugboat

✂

big ship

Big Ships Need Tugboats9781742340708

ropes

You will need: paper, glue, felt-tip pens.

Early
reading stage

What to do:
1. Make two paper boats – one big and one small.
2. Stick the boats onto a large sheet of blue paper.
3. Add labels and captions to show how a tugboat can
help a big ship into the dock.

Level 10

Example:

dock

safely

soft pads

sea

holds

strong

The Tugboat Team9781742340715

Lesson
ActivityPlans
card
Lesson Plans
include Before,
During and
After Reading
guidance for
each book, plus
synthesising
activities that
reinforce the key
concepts of each
pair. There is one
Lesson Plan per pair of books. Each
one provides multiple opportunities
for the students to read and interact
with the book again and again.
Ships and tugboats

Tugboat words

Big Ships Need Tugboats is a
report about how small tugboats
guide big ships in to and out
of the docks.
Running words: 203
Text type: Report

High-frequency words

stop

bumping

Key vocabulary

New: by from if long or
other very when work

around back boat/s bumped bumping close dock
first help hit hitting holds leave meet need pads
rocks ropes sea second ship/s soft strong team
third three tug tugboats tugged two yellow

Phonics

• Identifying “sh” as in ship
• Identifying “ck” as in dock, back

Text features

hitting

In The Tugboat Team, three little
old tugboats find out that if they
work as a team they are not too
little or too old to help big ships.
Running words: 239
Text type: Narrative

Big Ships Need Tugboats
The Tugboat Team

• Labelled photographs; diagrams
• Repetitive pattern; dialogue

Reading strategies

• Reading diagrams to add meaning
• Self-monitoring when reading

Flying Start to Literacy Lesson Plans Big Ships Need Tugboats / The Tugboat Team © 2012 EC Licensing Pty Ltd.

Assessment

Flying Start
to Literacy
Electronic Samples
RecountNarrative

ProcedureNarrative

Our Spot9781742340579

Looking After Your Frogs9781742340586

Where Can We Play?9781742340562

Frog’s New Pond9781742340593

Let Lyn Reggett, one of
the creators of Flying Start
to Literacy, take you on a
video tutorial of all that the
program has to offer.
www.ecpublishing.com.au

Can the student refer to the text to find specific information?
Can the student understand factual information he/she reads in the text?

Flying Start to Literacy Lesson Plans Big Ships Need Tugboats / The Tugboat Team © 2012 EC Licensing Pty Ltd.

In addition to certain rights under applicable copyright law to copy parts of this work, the
purchaser may make copies of those sections of this work displaying the footnote: “© 2012
EC Licensing Pty Ltd”, provided that: (a) the number of copies made does not exceed the
number reasonably required by the purchaser for its teaching purposes; (b) those copies are
only made by means of photocopying and are not further copied or stored or transmitted
by any means; (c) those copies are not sold, hired, lent or offered for sale, hire or loan; and
(d) every copy made clearly shows the footnote copyright notice.
All other rights reserved.

S3 L10 BigShipsNeedTugboats TugboatTeam.indd 1-3

Paired, Connected Texts at This Stage:
• Revisit key vocabulary
• Revisit and extend high-frequency words

ELL support

Key concepts

Curriculum links

• Students can develop

• Large vehicles are difficult

• Science: Physical sciences

Developed by Eleanor Curtain Publishing

© 2012 EC Licensing Pty Ltd. This work is protected by copyright law, and under international
copyright conventions, applicable in the jurisdictions in which it is published. The trademark
“Flying Start to Literacy” and Star device is a registered trademark of EC Licensing Pty Ltd in
Australia and New Zealand.

Text: Jenny Feely
Consultant: Susan Hill
Illustration by Bettina Guthridge
Designed by Derek Schneider
Printed in China through Colorcraft Ltd, Hong Kong

Distributed in Australia & New Zealand by Lioncrest
Education
Phone: +61 2 4991 2874 email: info@lioncrest.com.au
www.lioncrest.com.au

Distributed in Ireland by Carroll Education
Phone: +353 1 413 7230 email: info@carrolleducation.ie
www.carrolleducation.ie/ecom

vocabulary related to past
tense (tugged, sat, said,
bumped, got, saw).

to manoeuvre in water.

• When people cooperate

and work as a team, they
achieve more than they
could on their own.

– pushing and pulling

• Civics and citizenship:
Cooperation and
team work

www.flying-start-to-literacy.com.au
www.ecpublishing.com.au

16/03/15 4:32 PM

Lesson Plan $7.95

• Carefully introduce new, phonologically regular vocabulary
• Build comprehension and fluency through a range of reading strategies.
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Flying Start to Literacy

Lower–Middle Primary
®

Transitional Reading Stage
Guided Reading Levels 11–14

Guided Reading
Special Offer

Guided Reading Level 13

Single $7.50 each • Multi 6+ $7.25 each

Purchase 6 copies of
any pair to receive a
FREE Lesson Plan

$87.00

• Paired Student Books • Lesson Plans

Guided Reading Level 11

Flying Start to Literacy

Lower–Middle Primary

Single $7.50 each • Multi 6+ $7.25 each

ReportNarrative

ExplanationNarrative

RecountNarrative

Insect Hunt9781743208205

A Frog In a Pond9781743208229

What’s for Breakfast?9781742340722

Getting Rid of Insects9781743208212

Too Cold For Frog9781743208236

The King’s Breakfast9781742340739

ReportNarrative

ReportNarrative

Fantastic Bridges9781743208281

Caring For a Baby Monkey9781743208304

Insect Eaters9781742340845

ReportNarrative

Jack the Explorer
and the Hidden City

Baby Squirrel Rescue9781743208311

I’m Hungry9781742340852

9781743208298

ReportNarrative

Historical Recount

Narrative

Animals in Caves9781742340869

The Wreck of the Maitland9781742340883

There’s Gold in That Cave9781742340876

The Great Paddleboat Race9781742340890

Guided Reading Level 14

RecountNarrative

RecountNarrative

The Skating Club9781742340746

Hiking9781742340760

Elly Goes Skating9781742340753

Maddy and the Prince9781742340777

Guided Reading Level 12

ReportNarrative

Summer Holidays9781743208243

Manta Rays9781743208267

Clever Tails9781742340784

Camping With Dad9781743208250

RecountNarrative

What Do Plants Need?9781743208342

Sea Otters and the Kelp Forest9781742340906

Where is Coco?9781743208335

The Great PumpkinGrowing Contest9781743208359

The Luck of the Sea Otters9781742340913

ExplanationNarrative

RecountPoem

Monsoon Rain9781742340920

No More Rubbish9781742340944

The Wise Bird9781742340937

The Rock of Killeen9781742340951

Single $7.50 each • Multi 6 $7.25 each

ReportNarrative

The Ray Who Wanted to Fly9781743208274

The Monkey’s Tail9781742340791

ReportNarrative

DiaryNarrative

Cyclone Scrapbook9781743208328
+

RecountNarrative

Single $7.50 each • Multi 6+ $7.25 each

Blackline master
Describing bridges

Write two adjectives that describe each bridge. Use one word from the word bank
and one you think of yourself.

Lesson
Plans
Activity card
Lesson Plans
include Before,
During and
After Reading
guidance for
each book, plus
synthesising
activities that
reinforce the key
concepts of each
pair. There is one
Lesson Plan per pair of books. Each
one provides multiple opportunities
for the students to read and interact
with the book again and again.
Design a fantastic bridge

Use ideas from the books to design a fantastic bridge.
Think about:
• the purpose of the bridge
• what it is made from
• what it is going over.

Transitional
reading stage
Level 13

Draw your design below and include labels.

Fantastic Bridges tells about a range
of different bridges throughout
the world. Each bridge is fantastic
in some way.
Running words: 142
Text type: Report

In Jack the Explorer and the Hidden City,
Jack finds an old map. It leads him
to a hidden city. On his journey, he
crosses many unusual bridges.
Running words: 223
Text type: Narrative

High-frequency words

Key vocabulary

New: another because down
found let over people red these
through walked

boats bridges build cars cave city concrete fantastic forest
high hill land map river steel trains tunnel vines water

Phonics

• Isolating initial, middle and end sounds in a word
• Identifying common spellings for the long /a/ sound

Text features

Fantastic Bridges

Jack the Explorer and the
Hidden City

Reading strategies

ExplanationNarrative

NarrativeNarrative

Creepers and Climbers9781742340807

Making Friends9781742340821

Growing Watermelons9781742340814

The Blue Crane9781742340838

Extra Support
for English
Language Learners
is offered in every
Lesson Plan.

Word bank
rolling

high

skinny

long

Can the student match adjectives to a picture?
Can the student choose appropriate adjectives to describe an object?
Flying Start to Literacy Lesson Plans Fantastic Bridges / Jack the Explorer and the Hidden City © 2014–2018 EC Licensing Pty

FS AUS LP L13 Fantastic Bridges Jack and the hidden city.indd 1-3

• Increase the complexity of language structures
• Revisit and extend high-frequency words
• Carefully introduce new, phonologically regular vocabulary
• Further develop comprehension and fluency through a range
of reading strategies.
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• Using the photographs and captions
• Using prior knowledge to make connections

ELL support

Key concepts

Curriculum link

• The introduction and
conclusion state and
restate the key concepts.
• Chapter headings clearly
signal content.
• Illustrations provide
support for the setting
and the character.

• Bridges go over land and water.
• Bridges make it easier to get
from one place to another.
• There are different types
of bridges.

• Science: The physical
world

Flying Start to Literacy Lesson Plans Fantastic Bridges / Jack the Explorer and the Hidden City © 2014–2018 EC Licensing Pty Ltd.

Assessment

Paired, Connected Texts at This Stage:

• Contents page
• Introduction and conclusion
• Headings
• Photographs with captions
• Labelled map
• Ellipsis
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Flying Start to Literacy

Lower–Middle Primary

Lower–Middle Primary
®

Early Fluent Reading Stage
Guided Reading Levels 15–18

Guided Reading
Special Offer

Guided Reading Level 15

Guided Reading Level 17

Single $9.25 each • Multi 6+ $8.95 each

Purchase 6 copies of
any pair to receive a
FREE Lesson Plan

$107.40

• Paired Student Chapter Books • Lesson Plans

Flying Start to Literacy

Report/InterviewNarrative

Explanation

Narrative/Traditional Tale

RecountNarrative

To the Rescue9781743209097

Surviving in the Frozen Forest9781743209110

My Soccer Diary9781742341088

Super Sam9781743209103

How Moose Learned to Swim9781743209127

The Leaping Lions9781742341095

Single $9.25 each • Multi 6+ $8.95 each

Chapter
Books
ProcedureNarrative
ReportNarrative

Report descriptive

Narrative

ExplanationNarrative

Motorcycles9781743209011

When Lions Hunt9781743209035

Animal Smells9781742340968

A New Job For Stan9781743209028

Rory’s Dance9781743209042

Angus Cleans Up9781742340975

Levels 15–30

ReportNarrative

Fun Food to Make and Eat9781742341101

Deep in the Sea9781742341125

The Queen’s New Chef9781742341118

A Deep Sea Adventure9781742341132

Guided Reading Level 18

ReportNarrative

ExplanationNarrative

Sticky and Dangerous Plants9781742340982

Amazing Snakes9781742341002

Looking After Scotty9781742340999

The Snake Olympics9781742341019

Guided Reading Level 16

Personal narrative

Narrative

Ouch! That Hurts9781743209059
That’s Not Funny, Charlie!9781743209066

ExplanationNarrative

RecountNarrative

You Can Make a Difference!9781743209134

Desert Elephants9781743209158

Cleaning Up Our Wetland9781742341149

Save the Sea Otters!9781743209141

Brother Elephant9781743209165

The Baby Swans9781742341156

Single $9.25 each • Multi 6 $8.95 each
+

ReportNarrative
Explanation/ProcedureNarrative

Single $9.25 each • Multi 6+ $8.95 each

ReportNarrative

Flamingos9781743209073
Ruby in the Middle9781743209080

ReportNarrative

Living Near a Volcano9781742341026

Ice Swimmers9781742341163
The Lucky Fishing Hat9781742341170

ReportNarrative
Blackline master
Robots Today,
Time for action
Robots Tomorrow9781742341187
Think of a project you could do at home or at school that would help the environment.
Use the plan below to organise your ideas.

Robots Run Riot9781742341194
Project title

Volcano Alert!9781742341033

Aim – what you hope to
achieve

Steps – what you need to
do to complete the project.
Think about:
• how you will tell others
about the project
• whether money is needed
and how you will raise it
• which adults you will
need to discuss the
project with.

Lesson
Plans
Activity card
Lesson Plans
include Before,
During and
After Reading
guidance for
each book, plus
synthesising
activities that
reinforce the key
concepts of each
pair. There is one
Lesson Plan per pair of books. Each
one provides multiple opportunities
for the students to read and interact
with the book again and again.
Create a poster

Create a poster that encourages people to look after the environment.
Use words, symbols and pictures.

Early Fluent
reading stage
Level 18

You Can Make a Difference! contains
four personal narratives from
children who have helped animals
or the environment.

In Save the Sea Otters!, Lee is upset
to find a sea otter injured by a jet
ski. She talks to a reporter, which
ultimately leads to a big change.

Running words: 629
Text type: Personal narrative

Running words: 637
Text type: Narrative

Content vocabulary

animals animal hospital bay camping ground destroyed
difference environment flipper government habitat jetski/s
jet skier/s kelp money nature oil spills paper park pipeline
plastic ranger recycling reducing reporter safe saving
sea otters speeches town leader vet

Phonics

• Identifying the r-controlled vowel as in park
• Identifying different letter combinations that make the
long /e/ sound

Text features

You Can Make a Difference!
Save the Sea Otters!

Reading strategies

RecountNarrative

ReportNarrative

Nadif’s New Life9781742341040

Message Sent9781742341064

Download
your FREE
Teacher Resources at

Gasari’s Herd9781742341057

Saving Dad9781742341071

www.ecpublishing.com.au

Chapter Books
Paired, Connected Texts at This Stage:

Flying Start to Literacy You Can Make a Difference! / Save the Sea Otters! © 2015-2016 EC Licensing Pty Ltd.

Assessment
Can the student identify a project that would help the environment?
Can the student write clear steps in a logical sequence?

Flying Start to Literacy You Can Make a Difference! / Save the Sea Otters! © 2015-2016 EC Licensing Pty Ltd.
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• Contents page, chapter headings, introduction and conclusion
• Author note
• Contents page, chapters with headings, illustrations
• Third-person narrative; dialogue
• Asking questions
• Making inferences about characters

ELL support

Key concepts

Curriculum link

• The main concepts of the
non-fiction book are stated
in the introduction and
re-stated in the conclusion
and author note.
• Photographs and
illustrations support
the text.
• Chapter headings signal
content.

• People’s actions can harm
the environment.
• There are things people can
do to help the environment.
• Some children have taken
action to help
the environment.
• Animals and people
sometimes compete
for space.

• Science: People and the
environment, taking
action

All other rights reserved.
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• Titles at this stage feature 24-page • Include less common letter
combinations in the vocabulary
chapter-book formats to support
sustained reading
• Develop comprehension and
fluency through a range of reading
• Increase the conceptual load
strategies.
• Increase the complexity of

6/6/16 1:27 PM

Lesson Plan $7.95

language structures
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Lower–Middle Primary
®

Fluent Reading Stage

Guided Reading
Special Offer

Flying Start to Literacy

Guided Reading Level 22

Single $9.25 each • Multi 6+ $8.95 each

Purchase 6 copies of
any pair to receive a
FREE Lesson Plan

Guided Reading Levels 19– 24

$107.40

• Paired Student Chapter Books • Lesson Plans

Guided Reading Level 19

Single $9.25 each • Multi 6+ $8.95 each

Report-personal opinion

Narrative

Explanation

Narrative-fairy tale

ExplanationNarrative

ReportNarrative

My Faraway Home
9781760176082

Designed For Speed
9781760176105

The Right Tools for the Job
9781742341323

The First Flight
9781742341347

The Last Lighthouse Keeper
9781760176099

The Sleeping Prince
9781760176112

Arnold Saves the Day
9781742341330

The Balloon Adventure
9781742341354

Guided Reading Level 23

ExplanationNarrative

ReportNarrative

ExplanationNarrative

ReportNarrative

Basketball Basics
9781760175962

Animal Show-offs
9781760175986

Amazing Gardens
9781742341200

Polar Bears
9781742341224

Alex Stands Tall
9781760175979

The Too-tight Tutu
9781760175993

The Giant’s Garden
9781742341217

A Bear Called Trouble
9781742341231

Guided Reading Level 20

Single $9.25 each • Multi 6 $8.95 each
+

Single $9.25 each • Multi 6+ $8.95 each

ReportNarrative

ReportNarrative

ExplanationNarrative

ReportNarrative

Hummingbirds
9781760176143

Polar Bears and the Arctic Sea Ice
9781760176129

Body Works
9781742341361

Built By Hand
9781742341385

The Kiss of the Hummingbird’s Wing
9781760176150

Atka’s Ice Adventure
9781760176136

The Mystery Trip
9781742341378

Dr Zardos and the Mind Stone
9781742341392

Guided Reading Level 24

RecountNarrative

Report/Descriptive Narrative-fairy tale

ExplanationNarrative

ReportNarrative

Surviving the Flood
9781760176006

A Long Day at the River
9781760176020

Looking After Rock Pools
9781742341248

Driver Ants
9781742341262

The Great Flood of Dusty Plains
9781760176013

The Crocodile and the Plover
9781760176037

The Smart Little Crab
9781742341255

Killer Ants
9781742341279

Guided Reading Level 21

Single $9.25 each • Multi 6 $8.95 each
+

Historical recount

Narrative

Single $9.25 each • Multi 6+ $8.95 each

ReportNarrative

ReportNarrative

DiaryNarrative

The Great Railroad Race
9781760176167

Frost
9781760176181

Living in Space
9781742341408

Marathon Diary
9781742341422

The Legend of Jimmy Drake
9781760176174

The Smallest Smudger
9781760176198

Space Camp
9781742341415

The Marathon Man
9781742341439

Chapter Books
Paired, Connected Texts at This Stage:

Lesson Plans include Before, During and
After Reading guidance for each book, plus
synthesising activities that reinforce the key
concepts of each pair. There is one Lesson
Plan per pair of books. Each one provides
multiple opportunities for the students to read
and interact with the book again and again.
Collecting, storing and eating food

Report

Narrative

Meerkats at Work
9781760176044

Protect the Oceans: Act Locally
9781760176068

Anwar, the Very Bright Meerkat
9781760176051

24

ReportNarrative
Report
Narrative

The Kingdom of Bloom
9781760176075

ReportPlay

BiographyNarrative

Animals That Store Food
9781742341286
A Tale of Two Squirrels
9781742341293

* customersupport@macmillaneducation.com.au (1300 764 276

I Am an Inventor
9781742341309
Gabby’s Fast Ride
9781742341316

• Include less common
letter combinations in
the vocabulary

• Develop comprehension
and fluency through
a range of reading
• Increase the complexity of
strategies.
language structures
• Increase the
conceptual load

Animal mobile

You will need: cardboard, felt-tip pens, hole punch,
wire coat hanger, string.

Questions

• Support sustained
reading with 24-page
chapter books

What food does this
animal collect?

Where and/or how
does this animal store
food?

Fluent
reading stage
Level 21

What to do:

What other interesting
information do you
know about this
animal?

1. Cut out six cards from the cardboard.

2. On the front of each card, draw a picture
of an animal from the book Animals That
Store Food.

acorn
woodpecker

3. On the back of each card, write some
information about the animal and the
food that it stores.
4. Put a hole in each card and use the
string to tie it to the coat hanger to
make your mobile.

pika

honeypot
ants

Flying Start to Literacy Lesson Plans Animals That Store Food / A Tale of Two Squirrels © 2010–2016 EC Licensing Pty Ltd.
Developed by Eleanor Curtain Publishing

Assessment

Can the student find relevant information in a text?
Can the student fill in a data chart?

Flying Start to Literacy Lesson Plans Animals That Store Food / A Tale of Two Squirrels © 2010–2016 EC Licensing Pty Ltd.
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Lesson Plans

Activity card

Blackline master

Use the book Animals That Store Food to fill in the data chart.
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Animals That Store Food is a report
about animals that collect food
when it is plentiful and store it
so they have food to eat when
fresh food is scarce.

A Tale of Two Squirrels is a play about animals
that are preparing for winter by collecting
and storing food. Sid the squirrel is too busy
playing to collect food, and when winter
comes Sid finds himself in trouble.

Running words: 643
Text type: Report

Running words: 803
Text type: Play

Content vocabulary

acorn woodpecker acorn autumn bark beavers beehive bees
burrow bury cell collect dam grass hay honey sac honeypot
leaves mushroom nectar nest nuts pikas plants rotten seeds
squirrels stomach store/d summer survive winter

Phonics

• Identifying “u” making the /e/ sound as in bury
• Identifying contractions

Text features
Animals That Store Food
A Tale of Two Squirrels

Reading strategies

• Table of contents, chapters
• Headings, sub-headings, diagrams, labels
• Contents page, listing the acts in the play
• Cast of characters
• Using meaning cues to decode
• Recognising and using text features (play)

ELL support

Key concepts

Curriculum link

• Headings, sub-headings
and photographs support
the introduction of
concepts.
• Labels and diagrams help
to explain the concepts.
• Illustrations support the
play.

• At times, some plant-eating
animals do not have enough
fresh food.
• Some animals collect and
store food when it is plentiful
so they can eat it when food
is scarce.

• Science: Biological
sciences – Living things,
animal behaviour

6/7/16 9:43 AM

Lesson Plan $7.95
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Flying Start to Literacy

Lower–Middle Primary
®

Fluent Plus Reading Stage

Guided Reading
Special Offer
Purchase 6 copies of
any pair to receive a
FREE Lesson Plan

Guided Reading Levels 25–30

$114.00

• Paired Student Chapter Books • Lesson Plans

Chapter Books Levels 15–30
Your young readers will love the Flying Start to Literacy range of
Chapter Books. The illustrated narrative texts are sure to engage and
entertain, while the photographic informative texts build awareness of
wide-ranging topics from across the curriculum.
Contents

Guided Reading Level 25

Single $9.95 each
Multi 6+ $9.50 each

Single $9.95 each

Guided Reading Level 26

Multi 6+ $9.50 each

Introduction

4

Chapter 1: Wave riders

6

Professional surfers

6

Extreme surfing

8

Chapter 2: The world’s best waves

11

Pipeline

12

Chapter 3: Learning to surf

14

Chapter 4: Staying safe

20

Keep fit and stay together

20

Pay attention

21

Rip currents

22

Protect yourself

24

Watch out for others

ReportNarrative

ExplanationNarrative

ReportNarrative

ReportNarrative

Amazing Salamanders
9781743201442

Corn Crazy
9781743201466

Food Rescue
9781743201480

Saving Wild Wolves
9781743201503

Salamander Surprise!
9781743201459

The Great Corn Invention
9781743201473

The King of Waste
9781743201497

Wolf Secret
9781743201510

Guided Reading Level 27

Single $9.95 each
Multi 6+ $9.50 each

10

Hawaii

25

Conclusion

26

Glossary

27

A note from the author

28

Single $9.95 each

Guided Reading Level 28

Multi 6+ $9.50 each

A note from the author

Contents

When I go to the beach with my family, we

Chapter 1

leave very early in the morning, so often we
arrive when the sun is still rising.

The day before

Early

morning is the best time for surfing, as the

Wipe-out!

wind is often coming from the beach, so the
waves are slow and smooth.

There are a lot

ExplanationNarrative

Argument 

Narrative

Riding the Waves
9781743201527

Deadly Venom: Killer or Cure?
9781743201541

The Question of Water
9781743201565

Seasons in the Kelp Forest
9781743201589

Wipe-out!
9781743201534

The Stubborn Princess
9781743201558

Ming Saves the Day
9781743201572

Thunder Cave
9781743201596

Guided Reading Level 29

Single $9.95 each
Multi 6 $9.50 each
+

12 years old.

ExplanationNarrative

Incredible Underground Homes
9781743201602
The Wild Caves
9781743201619

26

ExplanationNarrative

Bushfires
9781743201626
A Hard Choice
9781743201633

Narrative

Drop out!

then go to school.

20

Chapter 5

These kids were the inspiration for this story.

Into the surf?

Watching them from the beach, I do see the

23

occasional wipe-out, and it’s easy to imagine
what could happen.

Multi 6+ $9.50 each

Factual Recount

We Must Protect Old-Growth Forests
9781743201640
Dan’s Trees
9781743201657

16

Chapter 4

Single $9.95 each

Guided Reading Level 30

Argument 

No more surf

They live near the beach, ride

their bikes there early, have a quick surf,

Chapter Books
Paired, Connected Texts at This Stage:

ReportNarrative

8

Chapter 3

of kids who surf there, some are about 10 or

ExplanationNarrative

4

Chapter 2

Narrative

Under the Ice
9781743201664
Professor Valdor and the Giant Laser
9781743201671

* customersupport@macmillaneducation.com.au (1300 764 276

• Support sustained
reading with 28-page
chapter books
• Increase the conceptual
load with less familiar
content

• Provide support (through
the illustrations) for the
settings of the narrative
titles

• Increase the range
of text and language
features.
• Increase the use of more
specialised and technical
language

Lesson Plans
Before,
Activity card
Blacklineinclude
master
During and After Reading guidance
for each book, plus synthesising
activities that reinforce the key
concepts of each pair. There is one
Lesson Plan per pair of books. Each
one provides multiple opportunities
for the students to read and interact
with the book again and again.
Would you like a pet salamander?

Plus

Minus

Assessment

Can the student use his/her knowledge of a topic to form opinions?
Can the student justify his/her point of view?

Flying Start to Literacy Lesson Plans Amazing Salamanders / Salamander Surprise! © 2012–2015 EC Licensing Pty Ltd.
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Lesson Plans

A salamander home

Think about what it would be like to have a salamander as a pet. What would be good
about it? What would be bad? What would you find interesting about it? Use this PMI
(plus, minus and interesting) chart to organise your ideas. Share your chart with a partner.
Explain why you included the points you did.

Use what you know about salamanders to create the perfect home for a
pet salamander. Think about the things a salamander would need in its
home to survive and be happy. Draw and label your salamander and
everything it would need in the vivarium below.

Interesting

Flying Start to Literacy Lesson Plans Amazing Salamanders / Salamander Surprise! © 2012–2015 EC Licensing Pty Ltd.
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In addition to certain rights under applicable copyright law to copy parts of this
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Fluent Plus
reading stage
Level 25

Amazing Salamanders is a report
that describes salamander
characteristics such as habitat,
food, how they stay safe, and
how they grow and change.
Running words: 1037
Text type: Report

In Salamander Surprise!, one girl believes
her dog is the best pet and is jealous
when interest is shown in an “ugly
salamander”. But a brave act makes
her realise that all pets are precious.

Content vocabulary

amphibians carnivores gills glands larvae lungs
metamorphosis mucus nervous system nocturnal oxygen
predator prey poison salamanders species vivarium

Phonics

• Identifying “i” making the long /e/ sound as in technique, unique
• Identifying “eous” making the “schwa” sound as in gorgeous

Running words: 1585
Text type: Narrative

Text features
Amazing Salamanders
Salamander Surprise!

Reading strategies

• Contents page, introduction, conclusion, glossary
• Fact files, photographs with captions, diagrams with labels
• First-person narrative with dialogue
• Contents page, chapter headings
• Using diagrams to confirm information in the text
• Self-correcting to maintain the meaning of the text

ELL support

Key concepts

Curriculum link

• Introduction and
conclusion state and
restate the key concepts.
• The story is written in the
first person.
• Content vocabulary is
supported by the context.

• Salamanders are amphibians
that have specific characteristics.
• Salamanders need specific
conditions to survive.

• Science: Biological
sciences – Living
things

8/10/15 10:03 AM

Lesson Plan $7.95
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®

Middle and Upper Primary Overview

Flying Start to Literacy

Flying Start Perspectives
Extend students’ thinking with
additional points of views on the
issues introduced in the paired texts.

Flying Start Perspectives are
unique. The titles contain short
texts in magazine-style format
and include posters, arguments,
discussions, letters and visual
images.

Flying Start Paired Texts linked to a Perspectives
Paired narrative and informative chapter books for guided reading are connected by
a big idea and link to a Flying Start Perspectives book, a single volume of short texts addressing
the topical issue raised in the paired books.

Paired Texts

Flying Start Perspectives
Lesson Plans help teachers
engage and support students
in critical discussions, assist
them in recognising different
points of view, and then to
write about it.

We have continued our award-winning formula of pairing a
narrative text with an informative text, connected by a big idea.
Informative texts present the
big ideas around a topic. They
go beyond readers’ personal
experiences and include a range
of features including primary
sources that support the text.

Issue: Renewable Energy
Paired Texts Lesson Plans:

* customersupport@macmillaneducation.com.au (1300 764 276
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Exploring Vocabulary
Establishing Strategy Focus
Reading with Teacher Support
Working with a Partner
Quick Write
Talk About the Book
Vocabulary Reflection
Strategy Reflection

UD

Lesson Plans for the pair
encourage higher-level thinking
and provide opportunities for
students to write in response
both to the text and to their
collaborative conversations.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

ST

Narrative texts reflect the big
ideas through their characters
and plots. They feature plots
with sub-plots, non-sequential
treatment of time, and a range
of literary devices.

NT INQUIR
Y

Sequence

Flying Start Perspectives Lesson Plans:
Sequence
•
•
•
•
•

Inquiry
Independent Partner Work
Thinking and Talking Circles
Reading Closely
Writing a Persuasive Argument

www.ecpublishing.com.au
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Flying Start to Literacy

®

Advanced Fluent Reading Stage

Advanced Fluent Reading Stage

Middle Primary Levels Q–S

Upper Primary Levels T–V

Paired Books Level Q Perspectives Levels Q–S

Paired Texts • Single $10.95 each • Multi 6+ $10.25 each
Perspectives • Single $12.95 each • Multi 6+ $11.50 each

Paired Books Level R Perspectives Levels Q–S

Paired Texts • Single $10.95 each • Multi 6+ $10.25 each
Perspectives • Single $12.95 each • Multi 6+ $11.50 each

Paired Books Level T Perspectives Levels T–V

Paired Books Level U Perspectives Levels T–V

What Makes a Champion?
9781760674854

HeroRATs
9781760674878

First-time Visitors
9781760674892

Polio: A Frightening Disease
9781760674915

Animals in Danger: Orangutans
9781760674977

Discovering the Lost World
9781760674991

Fighting For Children’s Rights
9781760675011

The Camera Doesn’t Lie!
9781760675035

Swim Like a Fish
9781760674861

Clever Ratty!
9781760674885

Odysseus and the Cyclops
9781760674908

Dance On!
9781760674922

Ahmad’s Journey
9781760674984

Exploring Galápagos
9781760675004

A Dollar a Day
9781760675028

The Scoop
9781760675042

ReportNarrative

ReportNarrative

ReportNarrative

ReportNarrative

BiographiesNarrative

InterviewNarrative

BiographiesNarrative

ReportNarrative

PersuasivePersuasive

Competitive Sports
9781760675219

Putting Animals to Work
9781760675226

Paired Books Level S Perspectives Levels Q–S
Our Active Earth
9781760674939

Clean Energy
9781760674953

A New Geyser Erupts
9781760674946

Surviving The Earthquake
9781760674960

ReportNarrative

ReportNarrative

PersuasivePersuasive

Hazardous Adventures
9781760675233

Preventing Diseases
9781760675240

Paired Texts Special Offer
Purchase 6 copies of any pair
(12 books) to include a FREE Lesson Plan

$123.00

Perspectives Special Offer
Purchase 6 copies of a single title
to include a FREE Lesson Plan

PersuasivePersuasive

Disappearing Rainforests
9781760675271

Natural Wonders of the World
9781760675288

Paired Books Level V Perspectives Levels T–V
Living in Harsh Environments
9781760675059

The Mystery of the Pyramids
9781760675073

Into the Desert
9781760675066

King For a Week
9781760675080

ReportNarrative

ReportNarrative

$69.00

PersuasivePersuasive

Children and Work
9781760675295

Caught on Camera
9781760675301

Lesson Plans encourage higher-level
thinking and provide opportunities
for students to write in response to
the text and to their collaborative
conversations. There is one Lesson
Plan per pair of books. Each one
includes Before, During and After
Reading guidance for teachers.
Graphic Organisers extend
students’ thinking.

Unit Pack Special Offer
Purchase 6 copies of any pair (12 books)
plus 6 copies of a matching Perspectives
book to include two FREE Lesson Plans

$192.00

Reading Stage Pack Special Offer
PersuasivePersuasive

Living in Dangerous Places
9781760675257
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The Impact of Climate Change
9781760675264

Purchase 6 copies of each pair from
levels Q–S or T–V (72 books) plus
6 copies of matching Perspectives
to include 12 FREE Lesson Plans

* customersupport@macmillaneducation.com.au (1300 764 276

$1,152.00

PersuasivePersuasive

Living With the Weather
9781760675318

Archaeological Treasures
9781760675325

www.ecpublishing.com.au

One Flying Start Perspectives
Lesson Plan per title. The
Lesson Plan supports students
in their critical discussions
of the text, it helps students
recognise different points of
view and features writing a
persuasive text.
Lesson Plan $7.95 each
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WorldWise

Content-based Learning

Activity card

Name/s:

NEW!

Middle and Upper Primary
Informative texts linked to the science curriculum

WorldWise

™

Identify the main ideas and write them under the appropriate headings.

Xx

Chapter 1: Why do animals become extinct?
Fluent Plus
reading stage
Level P (29–30)

WorldWise

Polar bears
Polar bears are only found in the Arctic Circle.
Their bodies are well adapted to cold temperatures,
and they can move across ice, snow and through
very cold water.
The main food for this large predator is seals.
Seals swim much faster than polar bears, so they
are rarely caught by the bears in the water. But
seals like to come out of the water to rest on the
sea ice. When they sense danger, they quickly
move back to the safety of the water.

Mother polar bear and cub
walking on Arctic ice.

During spring, before the sea ice melts, the bears
are able to catch the seals.

WorldWise

™

Identify the main ideas and write them under the appropriate headings.
This season is their main chance to build up the
What can be
body fat they have lost during the long winter
Chapter 1:done?
Why do animals become extinct?
hibernation when they cannot feed.
Stopping or at least

Main ideas

now melts earlier in the spring and freezes again
later in autumn. The seal-hunting season is much
shorter and this is threatening the survival of these
magnificent bears.

Xxxxxxxxx

WorldWise

Content-based Learning

Science Curriculum links

WorldWise

Content-based Learning

Australia
• BS (ACSSU44) Living things can be grouped on basis of observable features and distinguished
from non-living things
• BS (ACSSU44) Characteristics of living things such as growing, moving, sensitivity and
reproducing
• SS01.2 All life forms, including human life, are connected through ecosystems on which they
depend for their wellbeing

Science Curriculum links
Australia
• BS (ACSSU44) Living things can be grouped on basis of observable features and distinguished
from non-living things
• BS (ACSSU44) Characteristics of living things such as growing, moving, sensitivity and
reproducing
• SS01.2 All life forms, including human life, are connected through ecosystems on which they
depend for their wellbeing
New Zealand
• LW: There are life processes common to all living things and that these occur in different ways
• LW: How living things are suited to their particular habitat and how they respond to
environmental changes, both natural and human-induced
• LW: Groups of living things in our world have changed over long periods of time

tic Circle

Whooping cranes

Key concepts

New Zealand
• LW: There are life processes common to all living things and that these occur in different ways
• LW: How living things are suited to their particular habitat and how they respond to
environmental changes, both natural and human-induced
• LW: Groups of living things in our world have changed over long periods of time

• When the environment changes some animals survive or reproduce, others relocate or adapt, and

The bears use their acute sense of smell
to locate seals. They sneak up on the
unsuspecting seals until they get quite close.
The polar bear makes a violent charge to
grab the seal before it escapes
into the water.
Whales

some die

• Humans have changed the environment, and this has led to some animals becoming endangered
or extinct

• Some people are helping to save threatened animal species

14

Content vocabulary

15

adapt, breeding, captivity, climate, critically endangered, endangered, environment, extinct, habitat,
harpoons, hibernation, native, population, predators, prey, refuges, resources, species, survival,
threatened, vaccine

Text features

WorldWise Lesson Plan Going, Going, Gone? © 2019 EC Licensing Pty Ltd.

Whooping cranes

Going, Going, Gone? discusses the reasons why animals become
extinct. Using detailed case studies, it reports on a range of
animals that are threatened, and the various reasons why this is
the case. The book also highlights animals that have been helped
by people and reports on how these species are rebuilding their
numbers.
Informative text types:
Explanation/Report

Main ideas

Polar bears

Polar bears

Informative text types:
Explanation/Report

Xx

Fluent Plus
reading stage
Level P (29–30)

Amur leopards

Arc

Lesson Plan

Content-based Learning

slowing the increase in
the earth’s temperature
is the only action likely
to help the polar bear to
survive.

Without sea ice, food is very scarce in the summer.
Tasmanian
devils
Many bears will starve before the sea freezes
and
they can hunt seals again. Females cannot raise
healthy cubs without enough body fat. Their
need for food brings more bears into contact with
humans, which is often dangerous for the bears and
sometimes for the humans.
Amur leopards

Going, Going, Gone? discusses the reasons why animals become
extinct. Using detailed case studies, it reports on a range of
animals that are threatened, and the various reasons why this is
the case. The book also highlights animals that have been helped
by people and reports on how these species are rebuilding their
numbers.

Xxxxxxxxx

Activity card

Graphic Organiser: What’s the main idea?
Name/s:
Animals with uncertain futures

WorldWise
Informative
texts are linked to
specific curriculum
understandings.

Lesson Plan

Content-based Learning

Fluent Plus Reading Stage

TasmanianButdevils
the earth is getting warmer. The sea ice

WorldWise teaches reading strategies simultaneously with
natural, earth and physical science concepts. Lesson Plans
for each text establish a reading focus with explicit links to
the science curriculum.

WorldWise

Graphic Organiser: What’s the main idea?

Content-based Learning

With each title clearly linked to the science curriculum, WorldWise
is a high-interest literacy program that encourages inquiry and
questioning while extending knowledge in science and a range
of STEM topics linked to the curriculum.

WorldWise

Middle–Upper Primary

© 2019 EC Licensing Pty Ltd. This work is protected by copyright law, and under
international copyright conventions, applicable in the jurisdictions in which it is
published. The trademark “Flying Start to Literacy” and Star device is a registered
trademark of EC Licensing Pty Ltd in Australia and New Zealand. The trademark
“WorldWise Content-based Learning” and Star device is owned by EC Licensing Pty Ltd.

• Photographic tables, captions, text boxes, maps, sidebars, glossary

Developed by
Eleanor Curtain Publishing

Key concepts

WorldWise

Reading strategy

Text: Kerrie Shanahan, Jenny Feely
Consultants: Linda Hoyt, Lyn Reggett
Designed by Derek Schneider
Printed in China through
Colorcraft Ltd, Hong Kong

In addition to certain rights under applicable copyright law to copy parts of this work,
the purchaser may make copies of those sections of this work displaying the footnote:
“© 2019 EC Licensing Pty Ltd”, provided that: (a) the number of copies made does not
exceed the number reasonably required by the purchaser for its teaching purposes;
(b) those copies are only made by means of photocopying and are not further copied
or stored or transmitted by any means; (c) those copies are not sold, hired, lent or
offered for sale, hire or loan; and (d) every copy made clearly shows the footnote
copyright notice.

• Identifying the main idea

• When the environment changes some animals survive or reproduce, others relocate or adapt, and
some die

Distribution details:
www.ecpublishing.com.au/contact-us

• Humans have changed the environment, and this has led to some animals becoming endangered

More information:
www.WorldWiseReading.com.au
www.ecpublishing.com.au

All other rights reserved.
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• Some people are helping to save threatened animal species

Whales

Content vocabulary
adapt, breeding, captivity, climate, critically endangered, endangered, environment, extinct, habitat,
harpoons, hibernation, native, population, predators, prey, refuges, resources, species, survival,
threatened, vaccine

Activity card

Graphic Organiser: Unlocking words

Students will develop strategies and skills to read informative texts across
a range of text types while they learn to become informative text writers.

Name/s:

WorldWise

™

© 2019you
EC Licensing
Pty Ltd.notice
This work is protected
by copyright law,
and under
Developed of,
by
As
read,
any words
that
you don’t know, are unsure
or need to think about. Practise
international copyright conventions, applicable in the jurisdictions in which it is
Eleanor Curtain Publishing
published. The
trademark “Flying Start to Literacy”
and Star device
registered these words.
using
word-solving
strategies
tois a learn
Text: Kerrie Shanahan, Jenny Feely
trademark of EC Licensing Pty Ltd in Australia and New Zealand. The trademark
Consultants: Linda Hoyt, Lyn Reggett
“WorldWise Content-based Learning” and Star device is owned by EC Licensing Pty Ltd.
After
reading, check the word’s meaning in a dictionary. Designed by Derek Schneider
In addition to certain rights under applicable copyright law to copy parts of this work,

Advanced FluentWordReading
Stage – Middle Primary
I didn’t
Reread and/or Thought about Checked the
Used glossary, Linked to a
know or was
unsure of

summarised

what would
make sense

All other rights reserved.

letters or letter
chunks

Graphic Organiser: Unlocking words
Name/s:

WW AUS LP GR3 Going Going Gone.indd 1-2

Making things move

Gravity

We know that without forces, nothing moves. There has to be
a force from a push or a pull. A ball sitting on a field will stay
there unless some force moves it. Maybe a gust of wind will
push the ball, or someone will kick it, but without a force, the
ball will remain still.

Word I didn’t
You experience non-contact forces all of the time.
know or was
unsure of

But some forces work without objects touching each other.
These are called non-contact forces.

pictures
or other
information on
the page

word I knew

Reread and/or
summarised

Of course, gravity is not magic. Gravity is just another force,
and even though you can’t see it, gravity affects almost
everything you do. It’s one of nature’s most basic laws.

Pushing and pulling are contact forces.

Gravity is a force that pulls objects towards each other, even
if they’re not touching each other. The bigger the object, the
more force it exerts.

Thought about
what would
make sense

Checked the
letters or letter
chunks

Used glossary,
pictures
or other
information on
the page

Linked to a
word I knew

Other

(list the word)

Xx

• Identifying the main idea

Other

Activity card

WorldWise

™

Lesson Plan

Content-based Learning

Advanced Fluent
reading stage
Level R

Xxxxxxxxx

(list what you
did)

WorldWise

Content-based Learning

WorldWise

Science Curriculum links
Australia
• PS (ACSSU76) Forces can be exerted by one object on another
• PS (ACSSU76) Effect of friction on different surfaces
• PS (ACUSSU76) Effect of forces on the behaviour of an object
New Zealand
• PW: The patterns associated with physical phenomena found in everyday situations involving
movement, forces, electricity and magnetism, light, sound, waves and heat
• PW: The effect of forces (contact and non-contact) on the motion of objects

Science Curriculum links
Australia
• PS (ACSSU76) Forces can be exerted by one object on another
• PS (ACSSU76) Effect of friction on different surfaces
• PS (ACUSSU76) Effect of forces on the behaviour of an object
New Zealand
• PW: The patterns associated with physical phenomena found in everyday situations involving
movement, forces, electricity and magnetism, light, sound, waves and heat
• PW: The effect of forces (contact and non-contact) on the motion of objects

Key concepts

• All movement happens because of the application of a force
• Gravity is a force that exists between all things
• Pushes and pulls must overcome gravity and friction to move objects

Think about …
Why aren’t you floating in space? Maybe
that seems like a silly question. But really
think about it. You’re not tied to the
ground. You don’t have magnets on your
feet. Yet you’re not floating in the air, either.
Something is holding you down. What is it?
And how does it work? It’s gravity. Gravity is
why people don’t float off the earth.

Content vocabulary
acting, cancel, combined, energy, exert, forces, friction, glide, gravity, hulls, invisible, laws of nature,
movement, plunge, pull, push, rubbing, sledding, slide, smooth, suspense

Key concepts

Text features

• Text boxes, captions, sidebar, glossary

• All movement happens because of the application of a force
• Gravity is a force that exists between all things
• Pushes and pulls must overcome gravity and friction to move objects

Reading strategy

9

• Using a range of word-solving strategies

WorldWise Lesson Plan Everything Moves © 2019 EC Licensing Pty Ltd.
© 2019 EC Licensing Pty Ltd. This work is protected by copyright law, and under
international copyright conventions, applicable in the jurisdictions in which it is
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“WorldWise Content-based Learning” and Star device is owned by EC Licensing Pty Ltd.
In addition to certain rights under applicable copyright law to copy parts of this work,
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or stored or transmitted by any means; (c) those copies are not sold, hired, lent or
offered for sale, hire or loan; and (d) every copy made clearly shows the footnote
copyright notice.
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Everything Moves explores how the laws of motion are seen in
everyday events such as kicking a ball, sledding, sailing and
roller-coasting. The book focuses on how contact and noncontact contact forces lead to movement and how this movement
interacts with the force of gravity and the effects of friction. It
also introduces magnetism.
Informative text types:
Explanation/Report

The earth is much bigger than
you, so it pulls you towards it
and you don’t fly off into space!

Everything Moves explores how the laws of motion are seen in
everyday events such as kicking a ball, sledding, sailing and
roller-coasting. The book focuses on how contact and noncontact contact forces lead to movement and how this movement
interacts with the force of gravity and the effects of friction. It
also introduces magnetism.
Informative text types:
Explanation/Report

Xx

Content-based Learning

8

Xxxxxxxxx

(list what you
did)

(list the word)

Word-solving strategies I used (check one or more)

You can’t see gravity. You can’t smell it. You can’t touch
or hear it. You definitely can’t taste it. Gravity almost
seems like magic.

When you push or pull something you touch it with your hand
or your foot or something else, such as a bat. You make
contact with it.

A kick is one example of a contact force. For a brief moment
your foot touches the ball. Your foot slows down a little and
the ball speeds up a lot. The harder you kick, the further the
ball will go.

More information:
www.WorldWiseReading.com.au
www.ecpublishing.com.au

As you read, notice any words that you don’t know, are unsure of, or need to think about. Practise
using word-solving strategies to learn these words.
After reading, check the word’s meaning in a dictionary.

Forces in action: Contact and
non-contact forces

WorldWise

Reading strategy

Advanced Fluent
reading stage
Level R

Word-solving strategies I used (check one or more)

Distribution details:
www.ecpublishing.com.au/contact-us

• Photographic tables, captions, text boxes, maps, sidebars, glossary

Content-based Learning

Printed in China through
Colorcraft Ltd, Hong Kong

the purchaser may make copies of those sections of this work displaying the footnote:
“© 2019 EC Licensing Pty Ltd”, provided that: (a) the number of copies made does not
exceed the number reasonably required by the purchaser for its teaching purposes;
(b) those copies are only made by means of photocopying and are not further copied
or stored or transmitted by any means; (c) those copies are not sold, hired, lent or
offered for sale, hire or loan; and (d) every copy made clearly shows the footnote
copyright notice.

Lesson Plan
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Distribution details:
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Content vocabulary
acting, cancel, combined, energy, exert, forces, friction, glide, gravity, hulls, invisible, laws of nature,
movement, plunge, pull, push, rubbing, sledding, slide, smooth, suspense

Text features

• Text boxes, captions, sidebar, glossary
Reading strategy

WorldWise features:

• Using a range of word-solving strategies

• L inks to the science curriculum (natural, physical
and earth sciences).
• C
 ontent that will immediately engage students and reflect the
diversity of the world students live in.
• G
 raphical devices and striking photographs
to support the content.

WorldWise Lesson Plan Everything Moves © 2019 EC Licensing Pty Ltd.

Name/s:
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Rachel Carson
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Advanced Fluent Reading Stage – Upper Primary

Distribution details:
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Silent Spring
In 1962, Carson published her research findings in
the book Silent Spring. She chose the title Silent
Spring because she wanted people to think about a
world where there were no birds because of DDT.
There would be no birdsong.

These sprays, dusts, and aerosols are now applied almost

DDT is sprayed on crop plant.

selective chemicals that have the power to kill every insect, the
“good” and the “bad,” to still the song of birds and the leaping of fish in
the streams, to coat the leaves with a deadly film, and to linger on in soil –
all this though the intended target may be only a few weeds or insects.
Insects eat the plants sprayed with DDT.

Rachel Carson, Silent Spring

WorldWise

™

Small animals and birds eat the insects.

Advanced Fluent
Upper Primary
reading stage
Level U

Xxxxxxxxx

Science for the People recounts the exceptional achievements of
scientists Rachel Carson and Sally Ride. It examines how both
women achieved success in their field of study and made their
scientific ideas accessible and engaging to young people through
social media channels. The book also introduces readers to
science projects that everyone can participate in.
Informative text types:
Recount/Report/Explanation

At the time of Carson’s death in 1964, over
a million copies of Silent Spring had been
sold, and her research helped change the
law. The US Environmental Protection
Agency (EPA) was established and
in 1972, it banned the use of DDT in the
United States. Groups around the world
took similar action and DDT was banned
in Australia in 1987.

Science for the People recounts the exceptional achievements of
scientists Rachel Carson and Sally Ride. It examines how both
women achieved success in their field of study and made their
scientific ideas accessible and engaging to young people through
social media channels. The book also introduces readers to
science projects that everyone can participate in.
Informative text types:
Recount/Report/Explanation

Xx

Sally Ride
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WorldWise

Content-based LearningScience Curriculum links
• Australia
• SS01.4 World views recognise the dependence of living things on healthy ecosystems, and value
diversity and social justice
• SS01.5 World views are formed by experiences at personal, local, national and global levels, and
are linked to individual and community
• UIS (ACSHE083) Scientific knowledge is used to predict possible effects of human and other
Key concepts
• Some scientists, such as Rachel Carson and Sally Ride, have shared their knowledge with the world
activity and to develop management plans or alternative technologies that minimise these effects
in interesting and engaging ways
• Modern technologies have made science more accessible to all people
New Zealand
• By making science available to everyone, scientists have a better chance of creating positive changes
• NS: Scientists’ investigations are informed by current scientific theories and aim to collect
Content vocabulary
astronaut, astronomers, atmosphere, biologist, biology, calcium, campaign, classify, culled, DDT,
evidence that will be interpreted through processes of logical argument
design, expedition, experiment, explanations, feral, hypotheses, inventions, laboratories, legacy,
nebulas, observations, ozone layer, pesticide, physics, posthumously, press conference, research,
robotic, satellites, space shuttle, specimen, technology
• PEB: The interactions between the solar, lunar and Earth cycles and the effect of these on Earth

WorldWise

Content-based LearningScience Curriculum links
• Australia
• SS01.4 World views recognise the dependence of living things on healthy ecosystems, and value
diversity and social justice
• SS01.5 World views are formed by experiences at personal, local, national and global levels, and
are linked to individual and community
• UIS (ACSHE083) Scientific knowledge is used to predict possible effects of human and other
activity and to develop management plans or alternative technologies that minimise these effects
New Zealand
• NS: Scientists’ investigations are informed by current scientific theories and aim to collect
evidence that will be interpreted through processes of logical argument
• PEB: The interactions between the solar, lunar and Earth cycles and the effect of these on Earth

Compare and contrast the projects in chapter 3.
What do the projects have in common?

Carson examines a sea
specimen for the effects
of DDT.

Xxxxxxxxx

Lesson Plan

Content-based Learning

Rachel Carson

Unhatched birds’ eggs
damaged by DDT

Many farmers, scientists and chemical companies,
however, voiced strong opposition to Carson’s
book. They wanted to keep using DDT because it
protected their crops and increased crop production.
They said that Carson’s research was inaccurate.

10

Compare and contrast these scientists.

Silent Spring quickly became an
international bestseller. The use of DDT
and other chemical pesticides became a
public issue, and people started a campaign
to stop their use. As a result, in 1963,
the US government reviewed the use of
pesticides on crops.

universally to farms, gardens, forests, and homes – non-

Advanced Fluent
Upper Primary
reading stage
Level U

Activity card

Graphic Organiser: What’s the same? What’s different?

The poison cycle

Xx

Sally Ride
WorldWise

Name/s:
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Rachel Carson

Lesson Plan

Content-based Learning

More information:
www.WorldWiseReading.com.au
www.ecpublishing.com.au

All other rights reserved.

• T
 exts that introduce and revisit themes and concepts across the
reading stages, and build on initial concepts with increasing complexity.
• D
 igital support – WorldWise Investigations and
Formative Assessment (online July 2019).

Developed by
Eleanor Curtain Publishing

Compare and contrast these scientists.

• R
 esearch opportunities with Find out more and
Think about boxes.

• A variety of text types.

Activity card

Graphic Organiser: What’s the same? What’s different?

In what ways are the projects different?

Bald eagles and peregrine falcons eat
the small animals and birds.

Compare and contrast the projects in chapter 3.
11

What do the projects have in common?

WorldWise Lesson Plan Science for the People © 2019 EC Licensing Pty Ltd.
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Text features
In what ways are the projects different?
•

Diagrams, captions, time line, text boxes, glossary

Developed by
Eleanor Curtain Publishing
Text: Kerrie Shanahan, Jenny Feely
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Designed by Derek Schneider
Printed in China through
Colorcraft Ltd, Hong Kong

Key concepts

Reading strategy

• Some scientists, such as Rachel Carson and Sally Ride, have shared their knowledge with the world

• Comparing and contrasting information

in interesting and engaging ways

Distribution details:
www.ecpublishing.com.au/contact-us

• Modern technologies have made science more accessible to all people
• By making science available to everyone, scientists have a better chance of creating positive changes

More information:
www.WorldWiseReading.com.au
www.ecpublishing.com.au
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Content vocabulary
astronaut, astronomers, atmosphere, biologist, biology, calcium, campaign, classify, culled, DDT,
design, expedition, experiment, explanations, feral, hypotheses, inventions, laboratories, legacy,
nebulas, observations, ozone layer, pesticide, physics, posthumously, press conference, research,
robotic, satellites, space shuttle, specimen, technology
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Text features

• Diagrams, captions, time line, text boxes, glossary
Reading strategy
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WorldWise

Middle–Upper Primary
Fluent Plus Levels N–P

Report
Animal Parents
9781760861162

WorldWise Lesson Plans:
• E
 stablish a reading focus with explicit links to the science curriculum for each book.
• Teach reading strategies simultaneously with science concepts.
• Provide practical, systematic easy-to-implement instruction.
• Integrate oral language, comprehension, vocabulary development, fluency and writing.
• Include ongoing assessment and follow-up activities.

Report, Explanation,
Procedure

The Weather Today
9781760861148

Single $12.95 each • Multi 6+ $9.95 + Free Lesson Plan

Report, Explanation

Report, Explanation

Report

Report, Explanation

Busy Highways

That’s a Good Idea!

The Animal Kingdom

Going, Going, Gone?

9781760861193

9781760861056

9781760861155

9781760861216

Report, Explanation

Report, Explanation,
Procedure

Report, Explanation,
Argument

Report, Explanation,
Argument

Report, Recount,
Explanation

Explanation, Report,
Argument

Caring for Animals

Looking After
Our World

The Coral Reef

Plants:
The Key to Life

Don’t Throw It Away!

Keeping Well

9781760861094

9781760861209

9781760861087

9781760861124

Explanation,
Historical Report

Report, Explanation

Report, Explanation

Report

Exploring Caves

From Me to You

Finding Our Way

9781760861070

9781760861063

9781760861223

9781760861117

9781760861100

Online Investigations (online July 2019)
WorldWise Investigations is a web-based tool that provides extension
activities for titles in the program. It encourages exploration of content
linked to curriculum outcomes in a deeper more hands-on way. Students
are supported with a framework that encourages investigation and inquiry.
Investigations Framework
• Questioning and predicting
• Planning and conducting
• Processing and analysing data and information
• Evaluating
• Communicating

Explanation, Report,
Procedure
Chapter

1

What happens
when it rains?

Where does a river
begin?

All rainwater runs downhill. As it falls on the ground and runs
downhill, it is called run-off. It runs into rivers and streams.
Rivers are the main force in changing the shape of the land.

Where does rainfall come from?
Rain comes from clouds in the sky. But how did it get there?
The sun’s heat evaporates water in oceans, rivers, lakes and plants
turning it into water vapour in the air. The water vapour rises high
into the sky and forms clouds. As more and more moisture builds
up in the clouds, it starts to fall as rain, snow or ice.
This falling rain, snow or ice makes up all the freshwater on
our planet. It is an essential part of our lives and the lives of all
other living things.

Rivers usually start high up in
mountains, where there is much more
rainfall than on flatter, lower plains.
As moist air currents rise from the
ocean to the land, they can meet
the side of a mountain and bounce
upwards. The air becomes cooler,
clouds form, and then rain falls. This
rainwater runs downhill. In some high
places, the cold air forms snow, which
is a solid form of rainwater. As some
of this snow melts, it flows downhill.
Melting glacial ice also adds to the
volume of water flowing downhill.
All this moving freshwater eventually
forms a river.
Chapter 1

Shells on
their backs

The water cycle

A wide, deep canyon
In the state of Arizona,
in the United States,
the Colorado River runs
through a deep trench for
1,600 kilometres. The
deepest gorge made by the
Colorado River is the Grand
Turtles and tortoises are reptiles.
Like all
theyof
Canyon,
at reptiles,
a maximum
have a backbone and scaly skin,more
and they
than are
1.6 cold-blooded.
kilometres
This means that their body temperature
thekilometres
same as the
deep andis29
wide. The trip from top to
water or air that surrounds them.
bottom of this canyon and
What makes turtles and tortoises
different
all other
back
again from
is a two-day

Precipitation

Evaporation

Find
out
more

6

Run-off

Food

Aquatic – Seawater
mostly, lay eggs on land

Carnivores: some species
eat sea creatures
Herbivores: some species
eat sea grasses
Omnivores: some species
eat both sea grasses and
sea creatures

Shape is adapted to
the type of food each
species eats

Streamlined for swimming

Flippers, with one
or two claws on the
front flippers

Turtles

Freshwater
turtles
Terrapins

Tortoises

Beak

Shell shape

Feet

Aquatic – Fresh water
mainly, some time on land

Omnivores: small fish,
insects and vegetation

Powerful jaws and
a hooked beak

Streamlined for swimming

Webbed feet
and long claws

Semi-aquatic – Mix of
fresh water and salt
water, lay eggs on land

Omnivores: small
invertebrates, sea
vegetation

Strong jaws for
crushing shells

Streamlined for swimming

Webbed feet
and long claws

Land

Herbivores: cacti, grasses,
fruit and other vegetation

Short beak for chewing
tough plants in dry places

High domed shell

Short stumpy legs, sturdy
flat feet with claws

6

Six assessments are provided for each year level, allowing for a pre- and post-reading
test at three different reading levels.
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9781760861131

9781760861186

9781760861179

Texts at this stage:

7

Habitat

Sea turtles

Bicycles by Design

Green sea turtle

reptiles is that they have a largejourney
shell onontheir
foot back.
or by mule.

Formative Assessment (online July 2019)
A web-based assessment tool supports the resource
and measures students’ understanding of:
• Main idea – ability to synthesise what they’ve read.
• G
 raphical devices – ability to interpret information in graphs, charts, maps, etc.
 ocabulary – ability to infer the meaning of academic vocabulary in context.
• V

The Land
Where I Live

Levels N-P*
Linked to Grade 3 Science Curriculum

There are many differences between turtles and
tortoises. These include their size, the shape
and hardness of their shells, their beaks, their
feet and legs, and what they need to survive.
But the main difference is where they spend
most of their time. Turtles live in water, either
seawater or fresh water. Tortoises live on land.

Turtles and tortoises
are reptiles. Can
you name some
other reptiles?

Animal Lifetimes

Fluent Plus

Turtles and tortoises –
what’s the difference?
Leopard tortoise

Description

• Support sustained reading
7

• Balance conceptual load with less familiar content
• Employ specialized and technical language
• Offer a range of text and language features
• 18 students books Levels N-P*
• 18 lesson plans accompanying each book

Lesson Plans include
First, Second and
Final reading sessions,
plus Going beyond
the book activities.
There is one Lesson
Plan per book. Each
Lesson Plan provides
multiple opportunities
to interact with the text
again and again.
Lesson Plan $6.95

www.ecpublishing.com.au
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WorldWise

Middle–Upper Primary

Advanced Fluent Levels Q–S

Single $13.95 each • Multi 6+ $10.95 + Free Lesson Plan

Report, Explanation

Report, Explanation

Report, Explanation

Amazing Animal
Survivors

Insects on the Move

Everything Moves

9781760861247

9781760861254

9781760861278

Report, Explanation,
Recount

Animal Shelters

Awesome Oceans

Solving Problems: Dams,
Bridges and Canals

Report, Explanation

Report, Explanation

It’s All About Energy

Our Moving Earth

9781760861360

9781760861353

9781760861377

Advanced Fluent Levels T–V

Report, Explanation,
Recount

Explanation, Report

Report, Discussion

Report

Our Bodies

How Do Plants
Survive?

Yellowstone:
A Unique Ecosystem

Animals and Us

Saving the
Amazon River

9781760861414

9781760861582

9781760861520

Report

Description,
Factual recount

Report, Explanation,
Recount

Report, Interview,
Recount

Powerful Ideas:
Establishing National
Parks

Science for the
People

Time Detectives

9781760861506

9781760861513

Report, Explanation,
Discussion

Report, Explanation,
Argument

Explanation, Report

The Wandering
Albatross

Wetlands

Report, Explanation

Report, Explanation

Report, Explanation

Report, Procedure

Report,
Factual recount

Animal Architects

Animals and Their
Ancestors

Nature’s Rooming
House

Shells on their Backs

Living With the Tides

Guiding Lights

Rock Snot, Cane Toads
and Other Aliens

9781760861261

9781760861407

9781760861346

9781760861384

9781760861544

9781760861575

Report, Explanation,
Discussion

Report, Discussion,
Interview

Report, Explanation,
Discussion

Report, Explanation,
Argument

Wild, Wild Weather

Adventures
in Wild Places

How Animals
Communicate

The Salmon Stream

Sharing the
Environment

9781760861339

9781760861292

9781760861230

9781760861476

9781760861391

Report, Explanation

Talented Animals

9781760861315

9781760861308

9781760861322

Advanced Fluent

Levels Q-S*
Linked to Grade 4 Science Curriculum
Texts at this stage:
• Motivate readers with rich content
• Increase the use of more specialized and technical language
• Encourage drawing inferences from the text
• 18 students books Levels Q-S*
• 18 lesson plans accompanying each book

Lesson Plans include
First, Second and
Final reading sessions,
plus Going beyond
the book activities.
There is one Lesson
Plan per book. Each
Lesson Plan provides
multiple opportunities
to interact with the text
again and again.
Lesson Plan $6.95

Single $13.95 each • Multi 6+ $10.95 + Free Lesson Plan

Explanation, Report

Report, Explanation

9781760861285

Report, Explanation,
Discussion

Report, Explanation,
Discussion

WorldWise

Middle–Upper Primary

Report

9781760861490

9781760861421

Advanced Fluent
Levels T-V*
Linked to Grade 5 Science Curriculum
Texts at this stage:
• Support active engagement in reading
• Stimulate critical thinking through reading closely
• Motivate readers with rich content
• 18 students books Levels T-V*
• 18 lesson plans accompanying each book

9781760861469

Climate Change
9781760861445

9781760861568

9781760861452

Explanation, Factual
Recount

Explanation,
Procedure

The Earth, the Sun
and the Moon
9781760861438

Report, Argument

High Up
9781760861551

Explanation, Report

Deserts

How Water Shapes
the Land

9781760861537

9781760861483

Lesson Plans include
First, Second and
Final reading sessions,
plus Going beyond
the book activities.
There is one Lesson
Plan per book. Each
Lesson Plan provides
multiple opportunities
to interact with the text
again and again.
Lesson Plan $6.95

*Levels indicated by letters H–V are comparable to the Guided Reading levels of Fountas and Pinnell
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AlphaLiteracy

Lower Primary

Lower Primary

40+

Classroom Library Packs
Fill your classroom with AlphaLiteracy
AlphaLiteracy Classroom Library Packs provide
exceptional value on a great range of AlphaLiteracy titles.

titles

from $170 per
pack

All packs contain carefully levelled narrative and informative
texts from Alphakids, AlphakidsPlus and AlphaWorld.
Eight packs cover each of the
four lower primary reading stages:
Emergent Reading Stage (Levels 1–5) Packs A + B
Early Reading Stage (Levels 6–11) Packs A + B
Transitional Reading Stage (Levels 12–17) Packs A + B
Extending Reading Stage (Levels 18–24) Packs A + B

AlphaLiteracy

AlphaLiteracy features
• Accurate, interesting, wellresearched texts written by a team
of expert authors
• Texts that inform and extend
students’ knowledge as they learn
to read and read to learn
• A mix of narrative and informative
texts
• Visually stunning photographs,
illustrations and diagrams that
engage and inform readers
• Texts that link to the science,
technology, geography and
history, health and physical
education areas of the curriculum
• A comprehensive range of explicit
teaching materials for each level

The ideal addition to your
guided reading resources
AlphaLiteracy presents a range of titles with topics that
students will find familiar and appealing. They contain a wide
variety of text types displaying a full range of language and
text features. Vocabulary is gradually introduced and highfrequency words are repeatedly used for practice and to
maintain reader confidence.
These books support talking, writing and reading activities.
AlphaLiteracy promises to sustain and extend the literacy
learning of all students.

Understanding text types
AlphaLiteracy provides teachers with clear models of text
types for whole-group and small-group instruction.
Students gain a deeper understanding of the information
the author is conveying, and of the features and conventions
of the text type used.

Reading level text features
Emergent Reading Stage Levels 1–5

Transitional Reading Stage Levels 12–17

• Books have a logical structure to
encourage prediction and promote
discussion. Supportive print
features ensure progress.

• These books progressively increase
in the amount and complexity
of text per page with a variety of
syntax, meaning and vocabulary.

Early Reading Stage Levels 6–11

Extending Reading Stage Levels 18–24

• Continued reading support with
increased complexity of concepts,
syntax and vocabulary.

• Books at this stage have a greater
variety of vocabulary, more complex
sentence structure and detailed
design features. There is a range of
formats including plays, narratives,
poems and reports. Informative
texts include labels, highlighted key
words, diagrams and maps.

With this critical understanding in place, students pursue
topics that excite them by reading about important issues,
places, people and ideas.

Free teacher resources www.ecpublishing.com.au
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AlphaLiteracy
Emergent Reading Stage Pack A Levels 1–5

Lower Primary

AlphaLiteracy

Lower Primary
ISBN 9781760862275

43
TITLES

Price per pack $170.00

Early Reading Stage Pack A Levels 6–11

ISBN 9781760862299

48

Price per pack $225.00

Early Reading Stage Pack B Levels 6–11

ISBN 9781760862305

48

Price per pack $225.00

TITLES

NO DOUBLE-UPS

Emergent Reading Stage Pack B Levels 1–5

ISBN 9781760862282

43
TITLES

Price per pack $170.00

TITLES

BOOKS UNIQUE TO
EACH PACK

40
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AlphaLiteracy
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Lower Primary

AlphakidsPlus

Lower Primary

Transitional Reading Stage Pack A Levels 12–17

ISBN 9781760862312

48

Price per pack $225.00

Extending Reading Stage Pack A Levels 18–24

ISBN 9781760862336

53

Price per pack $250.00

Transitional Reading Stage Pack B Levels 12–17

ISBN 9781760862329

48

Price per pack $225.00

Extending Reading Stage Pack B Levels 18–24

ISBN 978176086234

53

Price per pack $250.00

TITLES

TITLES

* customersupport@macmillaneducation.com.au (1300 764 276
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AlphaAssess

Lower Primary

Lower Primary

AlphaAssess

Everything you need to assess reading and writing

Teacher Resource Books

The easy-to-use, step-by-step diagnostic reading assessment program in a
grab-and-go folder.

Teacher Resource Books are used in conjunction with the 28
Benchmark books.

AlphaAssess is a compact, easy-to-use, early literacy assessment and teaching kit containing
two teacher resource books and 28 benchmark books.
Teachers can use AlphaAssess to record each student’s reading skills, to monitor reading growth
and as a basis for grouping students for guided reading. AlphaAssess can also be used to conduct
in-depth diagnostic assessment and to teach according to students’ identified needs.

The First Step: Assessing Early Literacy
• Contains observational reading and writing record proformas
linked to the 28 Benchmark books.
• Enables teacher to confirm the reading level of each student
and then to diagnose any difficulties.
• Includes a collection of assessment tasks based on
concepts of print, phonemic awareness, phonics,
vocabulary, comprehension and fluency.

Benchmark Books Levels 1–28
AlphaAssess contains 28 Benchmark books, from
levels 1–28. The benchmark books have been specially
designed to provide teachers with information about
their students’ literacy development. They are all real
books, with a beginning, a middle and an end. No text
is longer than 100 words.

Electronic
Assessment and
Record Keeping
Included FREE
with AlphaAssess
is a multi-purpose
electronic recordkeeping system for
documenting and reporting
student progress. It provides
diagnostic information to
plan ‘Next Step’ activities
appropriate to the needs
of each student. Class and
individual program reports
may be printed
or imported.

The Next Step: Developing Early Literacy
• Takes the next step by providing practical and explicit
teaching strategies supported by Blackline Master activities
for groups and individuals.

AlphaAssess Kit includes:

ISBN 9781760175825
$350.00

•
•
•
•

28 Benchmark Books
The First Step: Assessing Early Literacy
The Next Step: Developing Early Literacy
Electronic Assessment & RecordKeeping CD

Download your FREE correlation charts
from ecpublishing.com.au
Order a

FREE
Flying Start to Literacy

Sample Pack
The Sample Pack contains a pair of
Chapter Books, a matching Lesson Plan,
a Program Overview and a
Flying Start to Literacy Poster.
Contact
kelly@ecpublishing.com.au

Flying Start to Literacy correlation charts show the links between
Flying Start to Literacy and the Australian Curriculum: English.
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Lower–Upper Primary Strategies for Comprehension

Strategies for Comprehension Lower–Upper Primary

Explorations
Strategies for
Comprehension
for informative texts

Visualising

Ancient Egypt: what the pyramids reveal

www.ecpublishing.com.au

A collection of 150 non-fiction high interest short texts, levelled
across lower to upper primary reading ages that when used in
conjunction with the Lesson Plans is a teaching tool for the 6 key
strategies for comprehension.

Secrets of civilisation

In ancient times, Egypt was the richest and most
powerful country in the world. The ancient
Egyptian civilisation lasted for about 3,500 years.
Over time, experts have studied ancient Egyptian
civilisation by examining the different artefacts and
buildings that the ancient Egyptians used and made.
From studying these things, experts have been able
to piece together a picture of what life could have
been like in ancient Egypt over 4,000 years ago.

DIRECT
FROM THE
PUBLISHER

®

Short texts so good,
they’re beyond comprehension

Working with a partner

The discovery of the tombs inside the pyramids revealed information
about the ancient Egyptian way of living. The tombs were filled with
everyday items the pharaohs used, as well as chariots and boats the
pharaohs needed for transportation. There were statues of servants to
do the pharaoh’s work in the afterlife, as well as tools and household
items that were needed. Paintings of daily life on the tomb walls showed
people farming the land, boats on the Nile River and people playing
music and dancing. From looking inside the tombs, we discovered many
facts about how people lived and worked in ancient Egypt.Coral reefs are amazing underwater structures found along the

Coral reefs:

a special ecosystem

Fantastic pharaohs
Kings and queens ruled ancient Egypt. Egyptian
kings were called pharaohs and they built enormous
tombs for when they died – these tombs are called
pyramids. The ancient Egyptians believed that after
you died you had another life – the afterlife. The
pyramids they built had many rooms that were filled
with everything the pharaoh would need for the
afterlife. In the heart of the pyramid was a special
room lined with gold where the pharaoh was buried.
This room is known as the burial chamber.

Summarising

Archaeologists know how the pharaohs looked
from studying the pictures on the walls inside
the pyramids. The pharaohs in these pictures
wore shoes made of gold and crowns that were
30 centimetres high. Some wore white clothes with
huge jewelled collars and some had cones of wax on
environment
their hair and bold make-up on their eyes. Experts
believe that the kings and queens of ancient Egypt
lived opulent and lavish lifestyles.

Protecting Antarctica
Antarctica is a fragile
that must be protected.

People in Antarctica produce over
2,000 tonnes of waste each year,

putting noxious substances,
untreated sewage and all other
rubbish in the ocean. All workers and

there is too much dirt or

Minimum
distances
to keep from
animals

People on
foot or skis

Quad/
skidoo

Emperor penguin
colonies

30 m

150 m

15 m

150 m

250 m

Seals
and pups

15 m

150 m

250 m

grow in colder places.

Penguins on sea ice
and adult seals

5m

150 m

250 m

South polar
skua on nest

5m

150 m

250 m

the polyps cannot live in

Model the strategy

freshwater. They do not grow

of tiny polyps that look like plants, but are actually animals.

near the mouth of the river,

A successful evacuation
because of the freshwater

Luckily, the man wasn’t alone
agreements, tourists can when the accident happened.
He was working with 28-year-old
only land at selected
Charlie Matiba. “I knew Ken
locations in Antarctica
for a few hours at a time. was badly hurt, so I contacted
They have to spend most the main house via two-way radio
of their time on their ship. in the utility. Leila at the house
called the Flying Doctor Service,”
Charlie said.
conservation laws and

the world’s last true wilderness area.

Questioning

10/02/15 2:04 PM

Masters in the air

All animals can move about in the places where they live, but some
can move extremely fast to catch food and to survive. They can run
great distances, fly through the air and swim through water.

Masters on the land

Masters in the water

Cheetahs can run faster than
any other animal on Earth. They
can reach speeds of 100 kilometres
per hour over short distances.
A cheetah’s backbone can bend a
long way. This allows it to move
its hind legs a long way forward to
take very long strides. Cheetahs
hunt other animals to eat. They
twist and turn as they chase their
prey. The following table shows
how fast cheetahs are compared
with other animals.

Animals that live in water, such
as fish, whales and dolphins,
have to be excellent swimmers.
Fish have bodies that are different
shapes and sizes, but all are
well suited to swimming. They use
their fins or flippers and their tails
to move forward and to steer.

cheetahs

How fast can they move?
Animal

kilometres per hour

Cheetah

100

Pronghorn antelope

90

Racehorse

71

Kangaroo

66

Emu

48

Human

37

Elephant

31

Black mamba (snake)

19

House spider

1.6

Sloth

0.2

Animal

kilometres per hour

Peregrine falcon
Spine-tailed swift
Golden eagle

201
171
Mr Charlie Matiba spoke to our reporter.
130

Canada goose

100

Great horned owl

61

Dragonfly

56

Bat

26

Bee

14

been made into marine parks where there are restrictions on what people can do.

Dr Subano attends to his patient on the flight back to base.

He used his mobile phone to talk
to the people at the scene of the
accident. “It was important that
I could communicate with them,
because the trip from the airstrip
to the scene of the accident was
still about a two-hour drive away,”
he said.

Dr Subano made the patient
more comfortable and gave
him a shot to relieve the pain.
The doctor and his assistant
transferred the patient onto
the utility to make the long
journey back to the plane and
then to hospital.

When he arrived, the doctor
found that the patient had
suffered serious injuries. He
was in great pain and urgently
needed to get to hospital.

The patient is now recovering
in hospital. “I was lucky to get
treatment so quickly in such an
isolated area. The Flying Doctor
Service was brilliant,” he said.

the farm’s airstrip

Visualising

Model the strategy

Building a beaver lodge
The sailfish is the fastest
swimming fish. It can reach speeds
of over 100 kilometres per hour.
A sailfish has a large fin on the top
of its long body. Powerful muscles
push the fish through the water at
great speeds.

Beavers live together in family groups. Each group
lives in a shelter called a lodge. Beavers make their
lodge in the middle of a dam. To make the dam, the
beavers build a wall from stones, tree logs and mud.
The dam protects beavers from predators, and it
is also where they find their food. The beavers live
inside the lodge where it is warm and dry.
Beavers are known for their great skill of cutting
down trees with their strong front teeth that work
like chisels. They eat the bark and use the branches
to build their shelters. Beavers have front feet
like fingers that can hold and move branches and
sticks easily.

sailfish

Making a lodge
Did
you
know?

Working with a partner

Weather in
Death Valley

Q. Why is it so dry in Death Valley?

GR4-M3_AUS_ Ask-Questions_SPC_Masters.indd 1

Think about each

highlighted word. If you
side of the mountain ranges. Weather crosses
need to, turn to the
back of the card and

Q. What is the weather like in

four mountain ranges before it reaches Death check the meanings of

Death Valley?

Valley. As the air reaches each mountain range,

A. The weather in Death Valley

it rises and cools, forming clouds. As the clouds

the words.

1. What did you

moisture and it falls to the earth as rain. Byvisualise
the about
time the air reaches Death Valley, little

the winter and hot, dry, windy

rock climbing in
moisture
is
the wilderness?
Start to fill in your
Graphic Organiser.

left in the air, so it hardly ever rains.

conditions in the summer. The air
is cooler in the mountains and

heavy rain

hottest in the valley. Less than five

moderate
rain

centimetres of rain falls each year,

To climb well and safely, people need to be fit,
have the right equipment and know enough
about the cliffs they’re climbing.

very
little
rain

mostly during the winter.

All climbers need to:

desert

• Check the weather before starting;
• Know what to do if storms, lightning
strikes or bushfires occur;
• Carry extra clothing in case they get
cold or wet;
• Avoid climbing on wet rock as it is
slippery and less sturdy.

The rain-shadow effect

Did you know?
2. What did you

In 2001, Death Valley had

The second-highest temperature
visualise about

154 consecutive days when

ever recorded (56.6°C) was

the temperature was above

Add to your
recorded in Death Valley in 1913.

37.7° Celsius.

Beavers are excellent
swimmers and divers.
They have webbed back
2 Beavers use wood, stones
feet which allow them to
and mud to make a wall. This
move easily through the
wall holds back the water and
water. A beaver can swim
forms a dam.
underwater for just over one
kilometre and hold its breath
for 15 minutes.
A family group of up to
eight beavers might live
Word signals used by climbers
in a lodge: an adult pair,
There can be a fair distance between two
one-year-oldRock
beavers
and love the challenge of climbing a
climbers
climbers on a rock face, so they need short
newborn beavers.
sheer rock face in the wilderness. What looks
terms that are understandable when shouted
impossible to many people, poses an exciting
out. Here are some of the terms they use:
challenge to rock climbers. Rocks and cliffs are
On belay?
ranked on their steepness and how difficult they
A question from a climber to make sure
his or her belaying partner is ready to
are to climb.

Staying safe while climbing

light
rain

3 Beavers use the branches
of the trees to build a lodge
in the middle of the dam, out
of reach of predators.

being safe while
climbing?
Graphic Organiser.

1/4/16 1:42 PM

anchor and protect the climber.

Off belay!
A word signal given when a climber
has reached a safe place and no longer
requires protection from his or her partner.

4. What did you
visualise about
how rock climbers
communicate?
Add to your Graphic
Organiser.

Up rope!
A signal shouted by a climber when a
tighter belay is needed.

Climbers mainly work in pairs. One person will
start to climb while the other remains standing,
though the climbers stay connected by ropes.
These ropes are used to help with the climb,
and this process is called belaying. If it is a
steep rock face, the two climbers may swap the
lead many times, taking turns to control the
rope for each other.

Rock climbing equipment
helmet – worn to protect the head
in case of a fall or loose rocks falling
from above
ropes – used for climbing up the rock
face and connecting the climbers in a
belaying team
harness – a strong nylon belt with
leg loops that secures the climber to
the rope
climbing footwear – shoes with a
soft rubber sole for better grip on
the rock face
carabiners – metal clips used to
join the ropes together
belay device – a mechanism that
helps to control the rope as a
person climbs

How are you going so far?

5. What did you
visualise about
rock climbing
equipment?

Let your teacher know if you are having any problems.
If you don’t have any problems, keep reading.

Add to your
Graphic Organiser.

3. Read the Learning goals again.

GR4-M3_AUS_Visualise_IPT_3_RockClimb.indd 2

Purchase the stand-alone digital
version for $299.
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4 A lodge has
underwater entrances
and tunnels that lead
to an inside chamber.
The floor of the
chamber is always
above the height of
the water. Beavers are
born in the chamber,
where they stay warm
and dry in winter.

Rock climbing

are pushed up the mountains, they lose their

with freezing temperatures during

1 Beavers cut
down trees with
their strong front
teeth. They eat
the bark from
the trees.

3/03/15 12:20 PM

A. Death Valley is in a rain shadow, the dry

GR3-M2_AUS_Make-Connections_SPC_Weather.indd 1

Dr Kinsaka was on duty at the
base station of the Flying Doctor
Service when the call came through.
He organised for Dr Subano and
his crew to fly to the scene of the
accident, while he stayed at the base
station to communicate instructions.
“I was able to assess the injured
man’s condition by talking directly
to the people at the scene,” said
Dr Kinsaka.

Fast fliers

Birds are the fastest flying animals.
Golden eagles are the fastest
members of the eagle family.
They are powerful and majestic
fliers that glide effortlessly on air
currents. Golden eagles are also
incredible acrobats. They can dive
straight down, with their bodies
spinning, to catch prey.

damaged by the things that people do. In order to protect coral reefs, many have

Flying Doctor Service base station

The plane arrived at the farm’s
airstrip about half an hour later.
Dr Subano brought an assistant
and the medical equipment
with him.

Working with a partner

GR3-M2_AUS_Summarize_IWB__Antarctica_A2 Poster.indd 1

golden eagle

Despite the size of coral reefs, they are fragile environments that are easily

Exclusive!
up to three times faster than it could without the algae.

On Monday morning, the
Flying Doctor Service of Africa
was called to an emergency. A
24-year-old man had been badly
injured when he fell off his horse
while working on a large farm.

Under strict international

Masters of
movement

coming from the river.

these algae can make food from sunlight. Coral polyps eat

Did you
know?

varies greatly throughout the year,

Teach from either the digital or the
print version, allowing for greater
flexibility in teaching. A complete
digital version is included in each
module.

Like many sea animals,

some of the food made by the algae. This lets the coral grow

help to protect Antarctica, which is

Making Connections

Coral needs salty water.

conditions. Coral reefs are made up of huge numbers

Coral polyps have algae living in their bodies. Like plants,

keep the minimum distances when

• C
 oncepts covered include: investigating the past, survival, the sea, space, communication,
rights and responsibilities, animals, bugs and eco systems.

algae in coral polyps don’t get

warm water to grow.

Other penguin
colonies

disturbed or frightened. Visitors must

• Clear models of text types: report, recount, explanation, interview, discussion, argument.

plankton in the water, the

Other kinds of coral can

rules that ensure that animals are not

• Texts are linked by a common concept, which encourages higher level thinking and discussion.

Texts available in both digital and print formats

habitats on Earth. Coral reefs thrive in warm, clear water with few

Items found in ancient Egyptian pyramids included:
Coral reefs
• wooden and ivory toys
• board games
• dice carved from stone
or ivory
Coral
reefs are a special ecosystem. They contain hundreds of
• harps and flutes
different types of coral and thousands of sea creatures, but
Tracked
• food
vehicles
• gold, silver and jewellery
cover less than one per cent of the ocean floor. This is because
• boats and tools
• statues of servants and
animals
they
are made by living things that can only grow in certain
250 m Predicting and Inferring
• clothes, wigs, perfume and make-up.

Visitors are also responsible for obeying

• Key words explained and supported by clearly captioned photographs.

Explorations provides a series of explicit teaching and learning activities that develop students’
knowledge, use and application of a range of reading comprehension strategies. The resource
provides scaffolded instruction for students in primary years as they learn to meet the reading
demands of various areas of the curriculum including science, technology, health and social studies.

coast of over 100 countries. They are some of the most complex

Buried treasures

visitors are responsible for obeying

• In each text, the vocabulary specific to that text is explained in student-friendly language.

threat to coral reefs.

Coral needs clear water. If

Reef-building coral needs

By obeying these rules, people can

• Complete, authentic, short, high-interest texts. Texts are not excerpts.

water. Pollution is a major

to make food.

Model the strategy

approaching animals.

• 150 short informative complete texts across five year grouped modules.

damaged or killed by dirty

Sunlight allows the algae

enough sunlight to make food.

the waste disposal rules.

Teach with authentic, complete, high-interest and
age-appropriate short texts

because the polyps are easily

can get plenty of sunlight.
that live inside the polyps

17/05/13 10:28 AM

by ship. Ships are prohibited from

Coral needs clean water

in shallow water so they

nutrients, so they generally only grow in the subtropics and tropics.

M5 AUS Visualising_SPC.indd 1

which must be removed from Antarctica

Coral polyps need to grow

5/30/16 12:18 PM

% of what students read in the real world
*

are non-fiction (informative) texts

*Bayetto, 2012
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When used with Explorations Lesson Plans, the Explorations short texts become
a flexible resource that teach the key comprehension strategies students need
to become confident and successful readers across the curriculum.

1

Model the
Strategy

Introduce each strategy with a modelled lesson for a
group or whole class. The teacher and students work
from a digital version of the text on an interactive
whiteboard. The teacher uses a shared-reading
approach and “thinks aloud” to model and make
explicit the process of using the strategy.

A clear model for teaching the
six key comprehension strategies

Making Connections

Predicting and Inferring

Summarising

Monitoring and Clarifying

Questioning

Visualising

The digital text for the
Model the Strategy short
text lesson is also provided
in a printed poster format.

Monitoring and Clarifying

Model the strategy

Exploring
the ocean

Timeline of development
of deep-sea exploration
technology

Using the bathysphere

crane
steel cable
companion vessel

The role of technology
Exploring the deepest parts of the ocean is difficult
and dangerous. Humans cannot survive the cold and
the water pressure at the bottom of the ocean without
the protection of specially built submersibles. These
underwater boats have very strong bodies and thick
windows, as well as powerful lights so the scientists in
them can see in the darkness.
Unprotected,
humans can only
dive to relatively
shallow depths.

1872–1876

The HMS Challenger
explored the oceans of
the world and the scientists
on board proved for the
first time that life exists
deep in the ocean. They caught deep-sea
creatures that had never been seen before
with huge nets.

1930 The first deep-sea
submersible, the
bathysphere, could travel
to depths of 805 metres.
It was built by Otis Barton
and Dr William Beebe.
1948 Auguste Piccard designed and built a
bathyscaphe that could dive to 4,000 metres.
1960 Don Watson and

A bathysphere is one kind of submersible. Scientists in
submersibles can catch marine animals in nets and make
video and sound recordings of the ocean floor so they
can learn more about life there.

Jacques Piccard dived in
the bathyscaphe Trieste
to the bottom of the
Challenger Deep, almost
11 kilometres down in the
Mariana Trench.

air hose

1964
access hatch

the bathysphere

The first manoeuvrable deep-sea
submersible was built. This could not only dive
but also move around the ocean floor.

Today

More people can
explore the deep sea in
submersibles. Submersibles
that can roam the sea
floor on their own are
also being used. They
only return to the surface
of the ocean to transmit
information to satellites.

lights

Dr Beebe’s bathysphere was
the first deep-sea submersible
to take people underwater.

2

Supported
Practice

Moving on to the second sequence, the teacher starts
the lesson by working from the interactive whiteboard,
sharing the reading of the text and modelling aloud.
The teacher then hands responsibility over to the
students. The students work in pairs, using their largeformat Working with a Partner short text cards.

The Working with a
Partner short text cards
are available in both
print and digital formats.
The printed cards are in
multiples of 12, for ease of
use in the classroom.

Monitoring and Clarifying

Working with a partner

Where would we be without these?
The electric light
Then Before electric lights were
invented, people used fire, candles and
lamps for light. People often had to
make their own candles, which took a
lot of time because they needed many
candles to get enough light to read by.
Many houses burned down when
candles or lamps were accidentally
knocked over.

The telephone
Now Today people can
light a room simply by
flicking a switch. Lights are
used for many things. They
are found in phones, ovens
and refrigerators, and are
used to control traffic and
to guide aeroplanes to the
ground at night.

reading by
candlelight

the city of
Hong Kong lit
up at night

Then Before telephones were invented,
people gave each other messages by
talking face to face or by writing letters.
Although letters could be sent a long way,
it could take months for them to reach
their destination. People found out about
things happening in other places a long
time after they had happened.
writing a
letter

Now Today telephones
connect people all over
the world, and mobile
phones mean that people
can be contacted just about
anywhere. Telephones
enable people to get
information instantly.
the first modern
phone with a
rotary dial

today’s
mobile phone

The earliest
phones
had no
dial at all.
You had
to call an
operator.

Did you know?

Did you know?

The first light bulb was invented by Humphry Davy in 1800, but Davy’s
light bulb burned for only a short time. Thomas Edison improved it so that it
could last for more than 1,500 hours. Edison also invented the first electricity
generating station so that houses could be lit using electric light bulbs.

The first telephone was invented in 1876. According to
the story, the first telephone conversation was between the
inventor, Alexander Graham Bell, and his assistant, Thomas
Watson. Bell said, “Mr Watson, come here. I need you”.

Mobile phones were first
invented in 1946, but
it wasn’t until 1978 that
they could be used over
long distances.

GR4-M3_AUS_CSP_Monitor-Clarify_SPC_WIthoutThese.indd 1

3

Independent
Practice

When students have
mastered the strategy, they
work individually on one of
the Independent Practice
short texts. The text level is
differentiated for students,
as identified by one, two or
three stripes on the cards
indicating degree of difficulty.

3/03/15 12:15 PM

The Independent Practice short texts are provided at three levels
of reading difficulty — Below level, On-level and Above level. Clear
instructions for students are provided on each card. Eight copies of each
level.
Monitoring and Clarifying
Working by yourself

Below level

a bionic ear/cochlear implant

Strategy
When I am monitoring and
clarifying, I ask:
★ Does what I have read make
sense? Do I understand it?
If the answer is yes:
★ I keep on reading.

hearing impairment People who have hearing
impairments have problems with their hearing.
They are not able to hear sounds as well as most
people can. Like the bionic ear, hearing aids help
hearing-impaired people to hear better.
miracle When something amazing or wonderful
happens that wasn’t expected, it could be called
a miracle.

A hearing aid also helps a
hearing impairment.

On-level

Know your vocabulary
bionic ear/cochlear implant A bionic ear/cochlear
implant is a tiny machine that is placed inside the
ear of someone who cannot hear well, to help that
person hear better.

speech processor A speech processor is used by
someone with a cochlear implant. It is connected
to the cochlear implant and sorts sounds so that the
listener hears what people are saying more clearly.

If the answer is no:
★ I re-read slowly and think
about what I know already;
★ I ask myself questions;
★ I read on and think about
what would make sense;
★ I check a dictionary, a
thesaurus, a map or a website;
★ I ask a friend or a teacher.

Learning goals
I am learning to monitor and clarify as I read to help me
understand the text. I will be successful when I can:
★ Recognise when I do not understand what I am reading;
★ Identify what I don’t understand and explain what is making me confused;
★ Clarify my understanding by re-reading slowly, figuring out what would
make sense, checking a reference or asking for help.

The bionic ear

What to do:

1 Open your card, read the
title and look at the pictures.

SCIENCE NEWS

It is a miracle that this man can walk.

The
bionic
ear
Last night, Sally took part in her school play.
She was able to speak her lines and hear what
the other actors were saying. She was also
able to hear the audience clapping. At one
stage in her life, none of this would have

The bionic ear comes in several parts.
One part, which is smaller than a fingernail,
is put into the inner ear. The other parts
are worn outside the ear. A coil that carries
sound is held in position against the skin by

been possible for Sally because she was born

a magnet, and a microphone is worn behind

with a hearing impairment.

the ear. The speech processor can also be

Sally and many other hearing-impaired

the user’s clothing.

worn behind the ear, or can be clipped onto
children can thank a team of scientists
for opening up the world of sound to them.

Dr Graeme Clark, an Australian doctor,
led the team of scientists that invented the
bionic ear. The idea for the device came
from experiments with a piece of grass and
a seashell.
The first implant was done in 1978 and
Dr Clark says he still has the same reaction
whenever he sees a child hear for the
first time. “When I talk to the children
and their parents, I just break down and

This miracle resulted from the invention

cry. People just don’t understand how

of the cochlear implant, which is known as

important hearing is.”

the bionic ear.
Dr Clark’s research took
37 years and involved 175
scientists. The bionic ear
has restored hearing to

Above level

a speech processor

2 Read the text in order.
After you have read each part
of the text, ask yourself the
questions in the box and then
fill in your Graphic Organiser.

more than 70,000 people

3 When you have finished, fill
in your Self-assessment sheet.

all around the world.

You will need the Monitoring and Clarifying:

Explorations Strategies for Comprehension for informative texts Module 3
© 2012–2015 EC Licensing Pty Ltd. Published by Eleanor Curtain Publishing.

The bionic ear is a report about the invention
of a tiny machine called the bionic ear, which
helps people with hearing problems to hear
better. What do you already know about
hearing problems?

• Graphic Organiser
• Self-assessment sheet

Monitoring and Clarifying

Graphic Organiser

Name:
Title:
Monitoring: What I didn’t understand

Clarifying: What I did to understand

Vocabulary

Ideas

Monitoring and Clarifying

Self-assessment
Visual information

Name:
I am learning to monitor and clarify to help me understand what I read.
What to do: Think about how you are going. Tick, draw or write in the matching box next to each sentence.
Working with the teacher
Just starting

Getting there

Got it!

Working with a partner
Just starting

I can recognise when
I do not understand
what I am reading.

Getting there

Got it!

Working by myself
Just starting

Getting there

Got it!

Explorations Strategies for Comprehension for informative texts Module 3
© 2012–2015 EC Licensing Pty Ltd. Published by Eleanor Curtain Publishing.
Permission is granted for this resource to be reproduced for teaching purposes only. All other rights reserved.

I can identify what
I don’t understand.

I can explain what is
making me confused.

I can clarify my
understanding by
re-reading slowly,
figuring out what would
make sense, checking
a reference or asking
for help.

One thing I learned about the Monitoring and Clarifying strategy is

Explorations Strategies for Comprehension for informative texts Module 3
© 2012–2015 EC Licensing Pty Ltd. Published by Eleanor Curtain Publishing.
Permission is granted for this resource to be reproduced for teaching purposes only. All other rights reserved.
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An easy-to-use Lesson Plan for each strategy reflects the Gradual
Release of Responsibility process.
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Explorations
Strategies for
Comprehension
for informative texts

®

Explorations Strategies for Comprehension for informative texts (full set)

Contents of each Module:
• 6 Model the Strategy short text posters,
1 per strategy (6 posters)
• 12 copies of each of the 6 Working with a
Partner short text cards (72 cards)
• 8 copies of each of the 3 levelled Independent
Practice short text cards for each of the strategies
(144 cards)

Module 1

Year 2

Age 7– 8.5

9781743205440

$595

Module 2

Year 3

Age 8–9.5

9781743205457

$595

Module 3

Year 4

Age 9 –10.5

9781743203354

$595

Module 4

Year 5

Age 10 –11.5

9781743203361

$595

Module 5

Year 6+

Age 11–12.5

9781743208526

$595

Explorations Strategies for Comprehension for informative texts (digital only)

• 1 Teacher Resource Book
• Multiple classroom copies of each short text
• 1 CD – For use on Interactive Whiteboards for
whole class or group work. Interactive digital
presentation of the resources to support teaching
of the six strategies in the module. Includes
resources for the six strategies plus printable
versions of Graphic Organisers, Self-assessment
sheets, Class assessment sheets, Follow-up
activities and Vocabulary activities.

Module 1

Year 2

Age 7– 8.5

9781760175917

$299

Module 2

Year 3

Age 8 –9.5

9781760175924

$299

Module 3

Year 4

Age 9 –10.5

9781760175931

$299

Module 4

Year 5

Age 10–11.5

9781760175948

$299

Module 5

Year 6+

Age 11–12.5

9781760175955

$299

FREE Sampler Pack

• 6 comprehensive Lesson Plans, 1 per strategy
(6 cards)

The Explorations Sampler Pack presents an entire unit, both print
and electronic, from Module 3. It shows exactly what to expect
when you buy your Module.

Need more information?
Hear from the Author
Dr Alison Davis,
is a leading literacy
researcher, writer,
speaker and professional
development provider.
She is well known for
her research on reading
comprehension.

We’ve found that this resource
complements any reading program.
DR ALISON DAVIS
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Watch her explain how to get the most
from each module on the Tutorials tab of
www.Strategies-for-Comprehension.com.au.

Talk to our Consultant
After a career in both
education and educational
publishing, Deborah
Schofield bridges the gap
between the classroom
and creating material for
the classroom.
If you have any questions or would like a FREE
Sampler Pack, contact Deborah Schofield
Explorations@ECPublishing.com.au

More information on Alison’s professional
development books – see page 53
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Alphakids Digital Library Lower Primary

Resources
for resourceful
teachers

NEW!
A new product for both
classroom and home use.

See Pages 30-31

The Alphakids Digital Library is a guided reading program focusing on levels K–3.
It consists of 240 student e-books along with the corresponding teacher support
material, audio and printable after-reading activities.
The Alphakids Digital Library:
• c ontains a wide variety of text types displaying
a full range of language and text features,
• p
 rovides texts that are carefully graded to
create steady reading progress by drawing the
reader’s attention to increasingly complex print
features,

Teaching reading
comprehension
Second edition

• introduces vocabulary gradually,

Dr Alison Davis

• u
 ses a high rate of repetition of high-frequency
words for practice and to maintain reader
confidence,

9781760385163
$54.95 260pp Plus CD

• provides strong visual support,
• is designed to sustain and extend the literacy
learning of all children.

Skilled writers learn to write with enjoyment, engagement
and self-efficacy for a range of purposes and audiences.
Becoming a competent and confident writer is an exciting process for learners. It can
also be a demanding process.
Effective writing instruction provides teachers and students with the knowledge and
skills to become active and engaged in the process of learning to write – and learning
from writing. This resource offers explicit support for effective classroom instruction.
It explores key ideas about writing and presents numerous examples of how teachers
can plan for and develop instruction.
It also provides activities that actively engage learners in understanding and monitoring
their own progress and achievement in writing.

The Features

Effective writing instruction is an essential resource for all teachers of writing.

 evice neutral – works on smart phones,
• D
tablets and computers.
• Works offline.
• D
 ownload the titles you are currently reading
for device storage management.

Evidence-based classroom practices

Alison Davis

Dr Alison Davis is a leading literacy researcher,
writer, speaker and professional development
provider. Alison is particularly well known for
her research on reading comprehension. She
is the author of the highly successful Building
comprehension strategies and Explorations
Strategies for Comprehension for informative texts.

Effective
writing instruction

Evidence-based classroom practices

The accompanying CD contains graphic organisers that can be used for independent,
paired and small-group work during instruction, and as part of planned practice and
maintenance of previous learning throughout the year. The graphic organisers also
provide explicit models of formative assessment of writing practices and strategies.

Effective writing instruction

• has an even mix of fiction and non-fiction texts,

Alison Davis

• C
 ontains printable activities for each of the
240 titles that directly correlate to the title read.

Effective writing
instruction
Evidence-based classroom
practices
Dr Alison Davis

For more information go to www.AlphaKidsDigital.com

9781743207383
$49.95 164pp

Provides teachers working
in years 4 to 8 with
practical research-based
strategies and ideas that
support best practices in
reading instruction. Highly
informative and practical,
this new edition uses
current research to discuss
effective instruction and
shows teachers what
they need to know about
students to make their
instruction more effective.
An accompanying CD
contains reproducibles and
graphic organisers.

Provides teachers
and students with the
knowledge and skills to
become active and engaged
in the process of learning
to write – and learning
from writing. This resource
offers explicit support
for effective classroom
instruction and explores
key ideas about writing.
It presents numerous
examples of how teachers
can plan and develop
instruction and includes
many writing activities.

Growing up literate
Australian literacy research for
practice
Janet Scull and Bridie Raban (Eds)
9781760177638
$59.95 272pp

Each chapter presents
a research study that
explores issues for teaching
literacy in the early years
in a local context. The
studies bridge theory
and practice in order to
strengthen pedagogies and
professional learning. They
challenge assumptions and
beliefs about teaching and
learning, and about the
skills, achievements and
literacy needs of children
in a diverse range of
communities.

Skilled readers are active
readers, using many
comprehension strategies
to make meaning before,
during and after reading.
Building comprehension
strategies focuses on
the strategies used to
successfully develop the
comprehension ability of
primary school students.

Building
comprehension
strategies
for the primary years
Dr Alison Davis
9781741489811
$49.95 168pp

$99.00 Single-use 12 Month Subscription*
Available for purchase online www.ecpublishing.com.au
or contact orders@ecpublishing.com.au

$149.00 Classroom 12 Month Subscription (25 users)*
*Australia only
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